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1 - Game Overview
1.1 - Introduction
Working Title: StarCaster

Target Platform: Playstation 3, Xbox 360

Genre: Third-person action-adventure

Players: 1

Estimated Play Time: 25 Hours
Network Features: Achievements; none others planned
In StarCaster players live out a Robin Hood story in space as they take on the role of spacescoundrel Nick Caligo and battle against the corporate tyranny of Temran Enterprises, a
company exploiting its monopoly during a Galaxy-wide restoration effort, bullying refugees and
outright stealing from people using heavily monitored toll ways. When both sides discover the
Siren Project, a corporate rival's secret weapon in the struggle to claim the restoration market,
Nick must decide whether to protect it from Temran or exploit the power that it holds to gain a
foothold in his ongoing battle against them, choosing between power, fame, and fortune, or
heroism, responsibility, and self-sacrifice.
Few genres have as much distinction as the classic role-playing game. Titles like Final Fantasy
are well-known for their rich, detailed, and unique settings, strong narrative themes, and
character-driven storylines, and in turn their strong following. The action-adventure genre,
though, has garnered critical acclaim for the way it enables players to interact with their
environment, putting them in living, breathing worlds that respond to their actions. Games like
Metal Gear Solid, Metroid Prime, Assassin's Creed, and Batman: Arkham Asylum offer
satisfying and organic creative problem-solving systems and tools, giving players the freedom to
choose how they accomplish their goals and build their own styles of play.
Our goal with StarCaster is to bring these ideas together; to give players a rich and detailed scifi setting and narrative to explore and an equally rich and detailed way of interacting with it; to
immerse them as fully as possible in the setting in the interest of getting them to invest
themselves in the story and feel as much a part of it as its characters are, and ultimately, to
keep them coming back as the series continues.

1.2 - Gameplay Overview
Our approach in adapting these concepts revolves chiefly around a mechanic we've dubbed the
freeform input system. The player need only hold down a button to form a spell's energy in
their hand; by pushing the control stick in one direction or another they "shape" or "direct" it in
one of several ways, making the same spell take on different effects when they release the
button. For instance if the player has an electrical spell equipped, they can either discharge it
over their head by leaving the stick neutral, direct electrical arcs by holding the stick in a
direction, or hurl a ball of explosive lightning by holding the stick in a direction and tapping the
attack button. If the player has the magnetic spell equipped, however, directing the stick will use
a magnetic beam to act as a grappling hook and pull the player towards objects, while leaving it
neutral will release an EMP that scrambles electronic enemies, and pressing the "X" button,
signifying the player's feet, will magnetize them and allow them to walk on any metal surface. A
total of eight different spells inspired by eight different forces and energies--thermal, electrical,
kinetic, magnetic, gravitic, quantum (time), photon (light), and life force--give the player both a
wide array of tools for manipulating the environment and solving puzzles as well as powerful
abilities that enable them to turn the tide of battle and fight enemies in creative and unusual
ways.
As this input system is the core of the game we also apply it to close combat. The player can
either use the quick and easy single-button sword combo to perform basic attacks or hold the
guard button and direct the energy they put into defensive potential into offensive potential
instead, simply holding the control stick forward or back or leaving it neutral and hitting the
attack button to sacrifice a bit of stamina to use a variety of explosively powerful heavy attacks.
While they deliver all the bombastic thrill and color that people associate with the exaggerated,
over-the-top action of classic RPGs, our use of this system reflects the way real swordplay
works, with normal attacks being meant to create openings and wear away an opponent's
defenses while heavy attacks, dubbed "force attacks" in this system, are fully committed swings
of the blade meant to go in for the kill, once again emphasizing rewarding the player for fighting
smart and gaining ground on opponents successfully.
Finally, to help fill out the gritty flavor we're aiming for with this game as well as round out the
player's arsenal and provide a means of fighting for those who lack the patience to master the
blade, we have gunplay, which we approach in a very straightforward fashion, providing players
with a simple but effective means to fight at range--provided that they can conserve their very

scarce ammunition and work within the constraint of only having two of the five guns in the
game available at a time; a trait that makes ranged combat one of tactics more than timing.
Any of these three approaches to fighting is a challenge, and as players progress they're free to
build play-styles around all of them as they choose while they find creative ways to use the
environment around them to their advantage. In this game, we want players to make this Galaxy
theirs.

1.3 - Key Features
•

Wield the awesome power of the SpellBinder and the mighty Force Blade with an intuitive
freeform input system.

•

Solve intriguing physics-based puzzles.

•

Fight smart and use your environment to outwit your enemies.

•

Explore a network of organic environments on the planet Hades in the rich and detailed setting of
the StarCaster universe.

•

Experience an exciting robin hood story in space as you follow the adventures of Nick Caligo, the
infamous Blue Stinger.

2 - Setting
2.1 - History

Long ago the various sentient races of the Galaxy discovered a substance bound to all matter
and space in the Galaxy; an energy particle known as Ether. By condensing it to a crystalline
form and making the crystals vibrate, they were able to observe as the Ether surrounding the
crystals changed, and with it the matter and space it was bound to. By making those vibrations
occur in varying frequencies and pitches--not unlike a song--they were able to make the Ether
create more and more complex formations; to make it dance to the tune of science, creating
dynamic and potent effects.
This technology reigned in elements previously beyond human control. Matter synthesis,
antigravity, faster than light travel, and high-speed interstellar communication all became
possible thanks to Etheric technology. It wasn't long before it allowed the Empire of Theron,
largest governing body in the Galaxy, to expand to all its corners, establishing terraforming
colonies, trading outposts, and all manner of mines and refineries and other settlements. All of

them were bound together by the GEN-the Galactic Ether Network, a subspace
interstellar communications network
that allowed information to be accessed
from across the Galaxy.
Unfortunately this technology, for all the
convenience it brought, came at the
price of enormous energy demands,
and as the Empire spread it strained
itself to the breaking point. Try though it
might it couldn't manage every problem
at once; supply lines would slip,
communications to outlying systems
would die for weeks, and worst of all,
terraforming installations--on some
colonies vital to survival--would simply
fail, jeopardizing hundreds of thousands
of lives. The turmoil wasn't limited to
fringe colonies, though. As the Empire tried to save what it could, subsidizing colonies and
sending out relief teams, citizens of the central systems grew discontent with skyrocketing
Ethertech and energy prices, demanding that the government focus its efforts on them instead.
Eventually a figure came forth from the shadows, claiming to be a sorcerer and calling to the
colonists to throw off the bonds of technology by rebelling against the Empire and the Ethertech
corporations that he claimed played master to it. His name was Blaine Jareth, and the only thing
more compelling than his charisma was his brutal and magnificent displays of power, which
made it seem as if the Ether itself were on his side. Radical though his call was, many colonies
answered it full-force, banding together to form a rebellion. Those who didn't were laid to waste
as Jareth's Rebelion made its way from the fringes of the Galaxy inward towards Theron, and
the seat of the Empire.
The rebels seemed unstoppable, coming from nowhere, striking lightning fast, and leaving only
wreckage, brutalized remains, and wretched mutants in their wake. Some rumors spoke of an
army of sorcerers; others talked of Blaine himself summoning eruptions from the forces of

nature itself and leveling cities in a matter of hours; others still posited that they were using
psychic powers to gain information and cloak their ships, preventing the Empire from tracking
them. One way or another, the Empire was fraught with terror, and it looked as if its days were
numbered.
All that changed when a woman called Alys Braden came along. She'd been little more than a
simple nurse working on one of the central worlds, but her life had been turned upside-down by
the war, forced from her home by assassins and with her parents both dead. She was tough
and adaptable; she could take it. What she couldn't take was seeing her little sister denied her
childhood as the two of them were forced to live out their days on a military ship tending to the
countless wounded and dead that the Empire left in its wake. Driven by rage, she forced her
way into the ranks of the Imperial Knights, the Empire's foremost investigators, enforcers, and
tacticians, and quickly became one of their fiercest warriors, drawing from a comprehensive
martial arts background.
Alys was a born skeptic, not convinced that the rebellion was winning because of magic and
certainly not buying Blaine's supposed status as a master sorcerer. She felt there had to be
some logical explanation--and she found it in the form of a major intelligence leak. One of the
top men in intelligence had been feeding the Imperial military misinformation and giving away
secrets to the rebels, setting trap after trap. With the leak plugged, the losing battle became an
even fight, and Alys took the head of it, ultimately thwarting all the rebellion's schemes in spite
of their best efforts to discredit and demoralize her and tracking down Blaine Jareth himself and
confronting him. His powers were far greater than she imagined; he truly did have the command
over the Ether that he claimed he had. They each traded blow after devastating blow, but in the
end Alys emerged--injured but victorious. Blaine Jareth was slain. The rebellion, mysteriously,
was ended in a matter of days.
Unfortunately, stopping the rebels from rampaging across the Galaxy did absolutely nothing to
stop the energy crisis. Far from that, in fact, the war had only exacerbated the problem, and
even with the immediate threat neutralized the Empire was pushed farther to the verge of
collapse than it had been before. It wasn't as though the rebels had destroyed whole planets,
but with the death toll and the mass ruin incurred at their hands they almost might as well have.
Surviving colonies and cities, meanwhile, were left devastated and in desperate need of
supplies and power in order to sustain themselves and rebuild. A company called Temran

Enterprises, in exchange for cooperation in Galactic restoration efforts, was granted a monopoly
in all Ether technology and given free rein to re-structure and re-organize Galactic space travel.

Five years afterward, Temran is erecting the Hyperspace Gate Network: a toll way that will take
the place of onboard hyperdrives in starships. The Empire reduces its outer colonies, reluctantly
forcing millions of refugees to abandon their homes. Temran leads the effort at gunpoint,
controlling the refugee worlds with an iron fist, not interested so much in reconstruction as the
profits this opportunity brings them. Their gates give them an edge in trade and commerce-nobody goes where they don't want them to--and the forced relocations allow them to search
any and all ships for information, materials, and people that they deem "of interest." The Empire
is powerless to stop them, fully dependent on their resources.
However, one man and his band of toughs still dare to stand in Temran's way in the battle for
the Edge. They call him "The Blue Stinger." His real name: Nick Caligo. Based on the planet
Hades, in the refugee colony of Acheron, he and his band of freedom fighters work to break
Temran's control. This is their story.

2.2 - Overview of the Galaxy
2.2.1 - Ether
The Galaxy of StarCaster revolves around Ether--a particle bound to all matter and space in the
universe. Many regard it with mysticism and reverence, but the vast majority of the Galaxy
regards it as an elementary particle in physics and an entire branch of science called Etheric
Sciences dedicates itself to studying it.
The basis of Etheric Sciences is that by manipulating Ether one manipulates the matter and/or
space that it is bound to. Two known methods exist for achieving this. First, it can be
manipulated with psychic powers, which require a great deal of practice, focus, and study to get
the hang of, and some races bear a certain sensitivity to it, able to sense currents and vibrations
within it naturally. Second, it can be manipulated with Etheric Technology, which functions by
condensing a large amount of Ether particles into crystalline form and then sending varying
tonal vibrations through it. The Ether in the space surrounding the crystal then responds,
dancing to the tune of science. Any substantial reaction requires an array of crystals and
considerable coordination between their vibrations, and programming something as simple as
the sequence for creating a fireball in the palm of one's hand can be likened to composing a
symphony.
It requires tremendous energy to condense an ether crystal, and making them vibrate causes
particles to bleed off and their potency to fade, so it requires a great deal more energy still so
sustain them. However, this technology enabled the control of many things that were previously
insurmountable hurdles for science, enabling the creation of anti-gravity devices, hyperspace
drives that could grant a ship the ability to travel faster than the speed of light, communications
arrays that could do the same for signals and information, and terraforming reactors that could
process the atmosphere of a planet and control the weather, enabling expansion on the Galactic
level for dozens of races.

2.2.2 - Major Technologies and Terms

Ether Crystal
A crystal of condensed Ether. Can be condensed artificially, but is known on very rare occasion
to grow naturally.

Etheric Reaction Computer (ERC)
The engine behind all Ether technology; generates magic-like effects through programming, per
the above description.

SpellBinder
A person-scale ERC. Think of an iPod that holds magic spells instead of music. A common
industrial tool on many worlds due to its versatile applications.

SpellBind
An ether program for a Spellbinder.

Force Weapons
ERC-equipped, modifiable weapons. The ERC modifies the force of impact, making the weapon
more effective. A common survival tool on Edge colonies.

Hyperspace Gates (Hypergates)
Gateways that relay ships through hyperspace from one star system to another. Replaced
independent hyperdrive systems in ships after the end of the rebellion, preventing anyone from
visiting a system outside the gate network. Controlled by Temran Enterprises.

Galactic Ether Network (GEN)
Internet with Ether as its medium, on a galactic scale. Existed long before the hyperspace gate
network.

VR Deck
A type of computer that enables its user to jack into the GEN or other computer networks and
explore it by means of a virtual reality simulation. Requires a cybernetic implant directly into the
user's brain.

Terraforming/Climate Control
Huge ERC facilities that constantly enact a single Etheric Reaction tailored to the conditions of
specific worlds, creating atmospheric bubbles, stabilizing climates or plate tectonics, or
whatever else is necessary to make a world habitable and hospitable. Ideally in the long-term a
planet's surface is meant to adjust and adopt a Terraforming Center's programming, but this
was only ever a theory and thus far even basic terraforming proves shaky at best, unable to fully
override a planet's weather pattern.

Cybernetics
Cybernetics in the Empire of Theron are extremely advanced, ranging from simple motorcontrolled limbs to artificial muscle and advanced implants for augmenting peoples' abilities.

The Hyperspace Gate Network
A network of ring-shaped gates that allow ships to travel through hyperspace from one waypoint
to another. Considerably less energy intensive than millions of ships with onboard hyperdrives,
but far more restricting as they preclude any travel or exploration outside the gate network.
Temran's primary means of leveraging their power, the Gate Network allows them to charge

tolls and run "security inspections" on any ships they please and restrict travel and trade to their
advantage.

The Galactic Relocation Project
A project meant to consolidate the Empire's assets into a smaller number of worlds. Colonists
and city-dwellers from planets that are regarded to be liabilities by Temran are re-located to
cities on more centralized worlds in mass, increasing the work force on more potentially
productive worlds and bringing things closer to the Empire. Rumor has it that Temran is using
this as an excuse to seize the so-called "less productive" colonies and their resources for itself,
secretly setting up their own facilities outside the gate network.

The GEN Unification Project
A project running alongside the Gate Network program. The GEN has existed since long before
the war started, and is still present on many abandoned or ruined worlds. Temran's goal with
this project is to direct it through the gate network, increasing the efficiency of information
transfer, cutting out worlds outside of the network, and--more importantly--giving them control
over the flow of information and communications.

2.3 - Major Characters and NPCs
2.3.1 - Protagonists
The Hades Resistance
Many people on the refugee colony of Acheron on the planet Hades have banded together.
Dubbed simply as the Hades Resistance, they fight against Temran's control over their planet
and frequently steal resources from the corporation to give back to the refugees.

Nick Caligo, AKA "The Blue Stinger"
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 6'1"

•

Hair: Black

•

Eyes: Cyan-blue

•

Role in Game: Player
Character/Avatar

The leader of the Hades Resistance
and the Player Character of this
game, Nick is cocky, resourceful, and
a frighteningly fast learner as well as
a talented fighter. Prior to his
meeting his partner, Drax Venger, his
past is shrouded in mystery. Nick is
in actuality the son of the sorcerer
Blaine Jareth, but wants to distance
himself from his father's terror-based
tactics and demoniacal image.
Unfortunately he can't escape his genes and his charismatic image, knack for causing
trouble with Temran, and color scheme (gunmetal grey and blue) earned him his
reputation as "the Blue Stinger" in the media; thus all eyes in the Galaxy turn to him for
hope, and the greatest challenge of his life will be figuring out what to do with that hope
and the power it gives him.

Drax Venger
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 6'8"

•

Hair: Dark Brown

•

Eyes: Brown

•

Role in Game: Partner
character,
rival/antagonist.

Nick's partner. He can be
thought of as being to Nick what
Little John is to Robin Hood... if
Little John were a violent and
manipulative glory hound. Drax
represents the self-serving side
of the story, opting for whatever
puts him and Nick on top over
what's best for everyone else
and often reminding Nick to be
practical. Drax is a skilled
swordsman and gunman like Nick, but has a heavier fighting style based in pure brute
force. Drax believes that it is their job to destroy Temran Enterprises in their entirety--as
well as the Empire, if need be, and has no qualms about razing a path across the Galaxy
to accomplish his goals. Drax serves as a partner NPC for Nick in-battle as well as a
mission advisor.

Christina Temran
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Female

•

Height: 5'8"

•

Hair: Dyed flaming red; actually
blonde

•

Eyes: Blue

•

Role in Game: Partner character,
advisor.

The cloned daughter of Lucious Temran,
Chris can be thought of as the Maid
Marion of this tale... if Maid Marion were a
punkish, lascivious tomboy with a
fascination for assault rifles and never got
kidnapped. Disgusted with her father's
excesses, she ran away from home to
make her own life and her own identity,
ultimately joining Nick and Drax. She
represents the more altruistic side of the
group, frequently reminding Nick to do what's right for everyone. Chris is an expert with a
gun, having spent a lot of time hanging around in the company's arms division, and
favors subterfuge and a good plan, believing that needless deaths solve nothing. Chris
serves as a partner NPC for Nick in-battle as well as a mission advisor.

Kasey
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 5'10"

•

Hair: Brown

•

Eyes: Brown

•

Role in Game: Fast transportation.

The Hades Resistance's best and only pilot, Kasey offers his services to the player as
fast transport around the planet Hades and Haven City. Unfortunately, that's about all his
ship can do as it's in a state of awful disrepair and not space-capable. Kasey is known
for his broken English, Polish accent, and his catch phrase, "your wish is my order!"
Felix Morgendroth
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 5'11"

•

Hair: Brown

•

Eyes: Brown

•

Role in Game: Partner Character, Upgrade Seller

A human Etheric Sciences researcher with the Cygna Corporation. He can be thought of
as the Friar Tuck of this story. When Temran attempts to seize the project, he allies
himself with Nick and Drax in order to keep it safe, taking a subject called Ariel with him.
He is simply looking for survival. As an engineer Felix's contributions are invaluable, and
he is able to construct and modify equipment for the Hades Resistance.
Ariel
•

Race: Neviel Cyborg

•

Gender: Female

•

Height: 6'0"

•

Hair: Jet Black

•

Eyes: Violet

•

Role in Game: Partner Character

An Ether-sensitive cyborg Neviel created during the Siren project. She mirrors the
altruistic side represented by Chris in that she's a bright-eyed, spunky girl who only
wants to do good in the world--but doesn't know how to do it, making her highly
impressionable. As a Siren she has considerable talents in hacking systems and
manipulating information, among many other hidden talents. As the story moves forward,
Nick must decide how or how not to use her. Chris, ever the motherly one, will push
towards protecting her while Drax will seek to exploit her.
Nodal
•

Race: Android/Robotic Housecat

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 2'0"

•

Hair: None in humanoid body; fur is marmalade color

•

Eyes: Brown

•

Role in Game: Inventory item, remote scout

Ariel's android bodyguard; Nodal features highly advanced combat systems and a
sophisticated and intelligent AI. At least he did, before he got blown up. Unfortunately,
the best replacement body that Chris can find for him is that of a robotic housecat. Nodal
therefore suffers from a major inferiority complex as he is reduced from a major NPC to
a simple inventory item. Can be employed by Nick as a remote scout.

The Empire of Theron
The known Galaxy is united under a governing body known as the Empire of Theron, based on
the planet Theron and controlled by a race called the Neviel. The Galaxy is divided into two
parts: The "Core," consisting of heavily populated, established, self-sufficient worlds, and the
"Edge," consisting of colonies that depend on resources from each other or the Core to sustain
themselves, often due to the demands of terraforming technology.
Dehir Karim
•

Race: Neviel

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 6'4"

•

Hair: Dark brown

•

Eyes: Brown

•

Role in Game: TBD

A Neviel, and the Prince of the Imperial Family; Dehir has taken the place of his ailing
father as the acting Emperor. Dehir is paranoid about the possibility of future uprisings
after the near-cataclysm of the Ether Crisis and will do everything in his power to prevent
one from happening again. At the same time he bears no end of resentment for what he
saw as his father's abdication of the throne to the power of Temran Enterprises and is
actively pursuing any means he can to take back control of the Empire from them.
Though his cause--safety and order in his kingdom--is extremely noble and he will go to
incredible lengths for it, his ambivalent attitude makes his efforts often misguided and
extremely volatile.
Lanval Ender
•

Race: Neviel

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 5'10"

•

Hair: Brown

•

Eyes: Bright Green

•

Role in Game: TBD

The Chief Commander of the Imperial Knights; all other commanders report back to him.
An exceptionally level-headed Neviel, he dedicates himself to preserving order in the
Empire. Unfortunately he has grown extremely weary over many years of watching the
Empire decline, so the only ambition he has is for the Knights and the Empire itself to
survive.

Alyssa Braden
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Female

•

Height: 5'10"

•

Hair: Brown

•

Eyes: Blue

•

Role in Game: Story
NPC, Hidden Boss

The champion of the Empire, and
one of the Commanders of the
Imperial Knights. Even among
their elite ranks she's regarded
as a hero for her role in ending
the Rebellion. Though she's in
such a position that Lanval would
gladly give her command of the
entirety of the Knights she is
content with her role as one of
their investigators, not having the
wherewithal for administrative work, and is dispensed to oversee all of the most
important cases. Can be thought of as the "Dirty Harry" of the Imperial Knights, having
an undisciplined and outright flippant edge that makes her a little unpopular with some
Imperial officials and especially with associates of the Empire, IE Temran Enterprises.
Secretly, Alys would love to be fired as she finds her fame and recognition presents a
barrier between her and having a personal life; she literally can't speak to anybody
without them seeing "Alys Braden, Champion of the Empire" as opposed to "Alys
Braden, the person." Even her own younger sister can't see past her media image.
Unfortunately, Lanval deems her too important an asset for the Knights, the Empire
deems her too important for PR, and she doesn't see her work in the Knights as being
finished yet, and therefore she wearily strives on.

Currently she has been tasked by Dehir himself with hunting down a man called "The
Blue Stinger" on the planet Hades in the interest of capturing him before Temran does,
but ever the skeptic she suspects that there's more to this than meets the eye. Alys
hates Temran and the control they've gained, but in her position is unable to do anything
to stop them--and therefore sympathizes with her rebellious target in spite of her duties.

Cygna Corporation
One of Temran's corporate rivals; the Cygna corporation is rumored to be headed by a secretive
philanthropist and dedicates itself to developing technologies for bettering the Galaxy, most
specifically medical equipment and cybernetics. Cygna is a private company, shrouded in
mystery as it hardly publicizes its developments. Of late its profits have taken a nosedive, its
resources sunk entirely into the mysterious Siren Project.
Dr. Shana Alaris
•

Race: Neviel

•

Gender: Female

•

Height: 6'0"

•

Hair: Jet black

•

Eyes: Violet

•

Role in Game: Story NPC

Lead researcher at Cygna Corp, head of the Siren Project. The Sirens are based on her
DNA, and she regards them as her children. Unfortunately, she will be long dead by the
time this game begins, leaving the Siren Zaeda to impersonate her.
Atropos
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 5'9"

•

Hair: None

•

Eyes: Replaced with cybernetic goggles

•

Role in Game: Story NPC

The head of the entire Cygna Corporation; a mysterious philanthropist who maintains an
extremely low profile, never making face-to-face contact with others. A certifiable Ether

tech genius, Atropos is an inventor and can be thought of as a combination of the
Wizard of Oz, Nikola Tesla, and Howard Hughes. Where Dr. Alaris was the head of the
Siren Project, Atropos oversaw the creation of the StarCaster itself. Has a noted
fondness of music and is credited with coining many of the musical analogies and
metaphors behind Ether tech. Atropos has been alive for over a thousand years,
sustained by elaborate life support systems, and has lived to see his company rise to the
highest heights and wither in the wake of Temran Enterprises' shadow.
Zaeda
•

Race: Neviel Cyborg

•

Gender: Female

•

Height: 6'0"

•

Hair: Jet black

•

Eyes: Violet

•

Role in Game: Antagonist

Background: Zaeda is Ariel's twin, a rogue Siren who escaped from the Cygna
corporation. Where Ariel is naive and impressionable, Zaeda is intelligent and
methodical, frequently beckoning Ariel and Nick both to some unknown purpose through
the digital haze of the Galactic Ether Network. Her point of view mirrors that of Drax,
seeing no solution to the Galaxy's problems but to destroy Temran Enterprises and the
Empire both. She seeks to mold Nick into the perfect tool to do this job--whether he
wants to or not. Over the course of the game's events she acts as an anonymous
benefactor, manipulating information and events in Nick's favor, before ultimately being
adopted as the main antagonist as she tries to hijack his identity, using the StarCaster to
take the media image of the Blue Stinger and give it physical form. Zaeda views peoples'
creations as ultimately being more consequential than they themselves are, and poses
as the deceased Dr. Shana Alaris for much of the game.
Although aware of her purpose--that of repairing the Galaxy's wounds--Zaeda is
completely in the dark about how she's supposed to do it, and thus her main goal is to
find the StarCaster, which she regards as a missing half. Although Ariel doesn't feel the
same sense of detachment that Zaeda does, she similarly feels drawn to it and follows
her older sister's lead.

Physical Appearance: Zaeda shows more cybernetic qualities than her counterpart,
Ariel, with sub-dermal neon violet lines tracing their way through her skin.

2.3.2 - Antagonists
Temran Enterprises
The biggest and strongest corporation in the Galaxy, awarded a monopoly by the Empire in
exchange for their cooperation with Galactic restoration after the war. Temran Enterprises has
near-totalitarian control over the Galaxy, their own private security forces now having eclipsed
the Empire's own police force. They develop all types of Ether Technology, ranging from
weapons to terraforming technology.
Lucious Temran
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 6'2"

•

Hair: Blonde (greying)

•

Eyes: Grey-blue

•

Role in Game: Antagonist

The CEO of Temran Enterprises, son of its founder, Noah Temran. An ambitious human
driven by a compulsive need to feel important, he sees his company as a necessary
gear that keeps the machinery of Galactic society turning.
Cala Lancaster
•

Race: Neviel

•

Gender: Female

•

Height: 6'2"

•

Eyes: Gold

•

Role in Game: Antagonist

Background: The mysterious Neviel woman who serves as the head of PR at Temran
Enterprises and Lucious Temran's personal assistant. A gorgeous platinum blonde
femme fatale, she employs her feminine wiles with no self-restraint, seeing modesty as
being a quality for only the weak and inconfident. She handles Temran PR with a similar

philosophy, building spectacle where possible in their advertising, planning of press
events, et cetera. Cala herself is secretly an accomplished sorceress, thus doubling as
Lucious Temran's bodyguard.
Physical Description: Cala is an extremely tall woman, standing at 6'2" even without the
wicked, five-inch heel boots she wears. Apart from that her attire consists solely of a
coat that snaps over the front and leaves a long slit down the left side, beneath which
she is otherwise completely nude.
Vulkair Schneider
•

Race: Human

•

Gender: Male

•

Height: 6'5"

•

Hair: Blonde

•

Eyes: Blue

•

Role in Game: Antagonist

The brutal chief of Temran's security forces and an ex-Imperial Knight; Vulkair answers
directly to Cala and has a number of lieutenants underneath him who coordinate their
security resources. He usually hops from one site of Temran's interests to another in the
interest of getting a good look at each operation with his own eyes, but recently he has
been put on the trail of an insurgent labeled by the media as "The Blue Stinger" on the
planet Hades. Vulkair himself is a skilled warrior and has been outfitted with a suit of
armor that enhances his strength and speed as well as a personal reactor that powers
his force blade, enabling him to make use of its enhanced cutting power at nearly all
times.

2.5 - Setting
2.5.1 - The Planet Hades
Although there are many worlds in the StarCaster universe, Hades is the main setting of
StarCaster. One of the less-developed worlds of the Imperial core, it has a major population
center called Acheron surrounded extensive amounts of wilderness, including wastes, a
coniferous forest, and mountains. Due to its relatively low population it was chosen by Temran
to act as a refugee colony.

Climate
Hades's climate is stable, but often grim, cloudy, and windy. Its surface can be described
as Earth-like, with large oceans and a sizeable continent currently in the midst of
breaking apart. Its natural atmosphere supports human life, but its plate tectonics would
shake the crust apart if it weren't for the climate control center erected by the colonists of
Acheron. Even then Hades rumbles dully every once in a while, reminding its inhabitants
of the volcanic beast that sleeps underground.

Map

Acheron
The population center of the planet Hades, established during wartime and named for its use as
a shelter for refugees during an especially intense Rebel bombardment. Its name has taken on
an ironic tone since it's now used as a center for the Galactic Relocation Project. Though not a
destitute city by any means, the sudden surge in population and subsequent overcrowding and
economic stress has given it the atmosphere of a slum.

Residential District
The extensive but overcrowded residential area of Acheron. It contains both apartments
and markets.
Resistance HQ
The headquarters of the Hades Resistance; IE, Nick's hideout. It's set inside a
dilapidated apartment building that the Resistance refit themselves, appearing unfit for
habitation but in actuality providing homes for countless refugees and Resistance
fighters. The HQ acts as--obviously--a headquarters for the player, where they will
coordinate missions and interact with most friendly NPCs.
Imperial Embassy
A small palace that acts as a base of operations for the Imperial Knights and their police
forces on this planet.
Starport
The starport acts as the unloading ground for countless refugees as Temran files them
in from surrounding worlds, as well as the receiving area for supplies--including relief aid
for the refugees of Acheron, Temran's own supplies, and Imperial supply lines.
Commercial District
The commercial district of Acheron contains extensive factories and refineries--all of
them currently Temran-owned.
Temran Tower
A tower in the commercial district that acts as a base of operations for Temran
Enterprises on this planet. It is the tallest building on Hades and is currently still under
construction, casting its shadow over the city and looking like a huge, industrial tumor
with its extensive pipes and conduits extending to the edges of the city. Temran Tower's
automated defenses are nearly impenetrable, but not without security holes due to the
building's partially complete state.
Shield Facility
A facility in the center of the city that once projected a colossal atmospheric shield to
protect Acheron from Rebel bombardment. It has long since been abandoned and is
currently without power.

Seaport
A series of docks on the southeast edge of Acheron. These docks provide passage to
the ocean of Hades.
Acheron Prison
The prison of Acheron, a towering structure where prisoners are held in digital paralysis,
their brains sedated by being hooked into a computer. Nick begins the game here,
having been captured after scoring some data from Temran Enterprises, and is aided by
Zaeda in breaking the computer's hold on him and escaping.
Acheron Underground
A series of tunnels beneath the city of Acheron, used for extra shelter during the Rebel
bombardmant, now re-purposed as the extra-slummy slum for the especially
underprivileged among the refugees. Contains a network of trains and sewers.

Rock Island
An island off the coast of Acheron's shores, aptly named for its rocky texture. Most of its space
is occupied by an extremely large quarry and deep mining facility, the island itself offering
relatively safe access to an underwater vein of natural Ether Crystals. Rumor has it that this is
the real reason Temran wanted to use the planet Hades. The Rock Island Mine extends into an
underwater processing facility.

Forests of Acheron
The Forest of Acheron is one of Hades's proudest natural features.
Oceanside Cliffs
A series of cliffs just off the forest, dropping off into the ocean. The base of the cliff can
act as a landing place for a boat or ship, providing access to Rock Island from the forest.
Coniferous Forest
The forest proper, an expanse of thriving coniferous woods that go all the way across
the base of the Tartarus Mountain Range.
Junk Forests
A stretch of coniferous forest riddled with war wreckage; they almost seem to be filled
with webs weaved by metallic spiders, the parts of ships bound within the branches.

The Blaknott
A wrecked Rebel ship from the war; it matches the signature of no known commercial
vessel. It was custom-built and served as one of Blaine's primary warships, and thus it is
equipped with vast amounts of strange, indecipherable technology as well as extremely
deadly weapons. Among those weapons are an Ether Cannon that can cut straight into
space, as well as a device that seems specifically designed to upset a planet's Etheric
fields--and with them, the Phantasms in the surrounding area. It was the ship
responsible for the bombardment of the planet Hades during the war, ultimately shot
down by Commander Alys Braden and her fleet. Its technology is strikingly and
suspiciously similar to that of the StarCaster, and therefore Ariel is capable of interfacing
with it and activating it.

Elysium Wastes
A wasteland opposite the forest of Acheron; it caught most of the flak during bombardments
from the Rebellion and remains as merely a collection of ashen wastes and decrepit marshes-but not without its secrets. Once known as the Elysium Fields, the wastes hold the remains of
an old settlement.
Polluted Badlands
The area directly outside the city, polluted heavily with industrial waste routed out by way
of the spaceport. Mutated wildlife makes its home in the stagnant, stinking pools of goop
that this land is rife with.
Crater Range
Just outside the polluted badlands are the plains that had the misfortune to be caught in
the path of the Blaknott's fire. Huge fissures are cut into its surface, and the landscape is
dotted with heavy craters.
Scorched Fissure
A colossal fissure torn deep into the cliffs rising over the Crater Range. Though perilous
to cross, it provides access to the Plateaus of Tartarus.
Wetlands
A series of dark swamps, the only natural wildlife known to still inhabit the Elysium. It
rises grimly from the edge of the once beautiful field's corpse, a mourning specter of the
natural habitat.

Seashore
A somber but beautiful stretch of oceanfront at the end of the seemingly endless stretch
of dead land known as the Elysium. The sea here sparkles in the light of the sun that
shows through the thick clouds of Hades.
Crashed Space Shuttle
Not a piece of war wreckage, but an ancient pre-Ether Tech human exploration vessel; a
proud testament to human achievement in the middle of dead wastes. Though primitive
and in a state of grievous disrepair, the shuttle is still space-worthy.

Tartarus Mountain Range
A series of mountains near Acheron. Tartarus is rumored to be home to vicious man-eating
dragons.
Cliffside
The cliffs overlook and provide access to the Forests of Acheron, a conduit between it
and the Mountains proper.
Mountains
The Mountain sector is the mountain paths proper, winding among the peaks and up the
sides of the inactive volcano that serves as the base for the Plate Control Center. These
parts are cool and snowy in deference to the otherwise rocky landscape of other sectors.
Canyon Pathways
The route to the Plate Control Center and parts beyond, these paths lead through a
series of deep fissures caused by Hades's formerly heavy plate tectonics.
Plateau
A plateau overlooking the Elysium Wastes, providing a waypoint between it and
Tartarus.
Plate Control Center
The terraforming center for Acheron and all of the planet Hades; the Plate Center exists
to keep Hades's crust stabilized and prevent what would otherwise be frequent
earthquakes, thus making the world safe for mining. The Plate Control Center has
"roots" that extend into a labyrinth of caves deep underground.

Orbital Control Center
The Hades space colony was established as a way-station prior to the creation of
Acheron. Currently Temran has assumed control of it, using it as a processing station for
incoming refugees and ships before sending them to the Spaceport. They've outfitted it
with an extensive array of Etheric sensors, making it difficult to approach undetected.

Cygnus Flotilla (Not Pictured in Map)
The Cygna Corporation's headquarters is a floating collection of labs that frequently changes
location. Rather than being based in space, these labs settle in the upper atmosphere of various
planets, remaining hidden in the clouds. This is where Cygna Corp's president, Atropos,
resides. At present the Flotilla is in the upper atmosphere of Hades as it awaits the return of
Ariel and Zaeda, both of whom have gone astray.

2.5.2 - Planet Artemis
A ruined core world in close proximity to Hades and the homeworld of Commander Braden, its
population centers are all in ruin, completely devastated by a rebel attack many years prior to
the game's start. Temran Enterprises has established a secret base here, searching for the
StarCaster and conducting secret research as well as surveillance over the GEN.

Cypress
The sole area that the player explores is the ruined city of Cypress, which is completely
abandoned. Though the sky of Cypress is clear, the wreckage acts as a grim reminder of the
war's tragedies, with ghosts seeming to be around every corner.

The StarCaster
The fruit of the Cygna corporation's efforts; the StarCaster is both a space station and the
ultimate Etheric Reaction Computer Array, capable of rebuilding or unmaking entire worlds. It
currently resides over the planet Artemis, seized by Temran Enterprises. Only Ariel and Zaeda
are capable of interfacing with its systems--though anybody with a VR Deck can jack into it and
explore its network. The StarCaster itself is the game's swan song, its interior ornate,
labyrinthine, and filled with interweaving neon strings that play the music of the universe.

3 - Mechanics
3.1 - Basics
In StarCaster the player controls a single avatar, most specifically the character of Nick Caligo,
which they view via a third-person camera. The game takes place in real-time, with the player
receiving immediate feedback from button input. The controls are mapped to the Playstation 3
and Xbox 360 control scheme, with four face buttons, two shoulder buttons, two triggers, a start
and select button, two analog sticks, and one D-pad. All controls hereafter are explained in PS3
terminology (X, square, circle, triangle, L1, L2, et cetera) The game's engine is the Unreal
engine, and therefore it will utilize Kismet, Matinee, and the engine's integrated physics, as well
as CSG brush and static mesh support for creating environments.

Camera
The player uses a third-person camera to view the game world. It can collide with CSG surfaces
and static mesh objects. Many objects are an exception and may be flagged as non-collideable
with camera.
The player may manipulate and adjust the camera with the right analog stick, which can tilt it upand-down or pan it left and right around the player's avatar. It is programmed to look at the
player at all times, and it follows the player's avatar from a distance of 256 units. If it collides
with any geometry or colliders it will simply not pass through the object and maintain its position
until the player moves away or adjusts the camera.
When the player moves his or her avatar It will smoothly pan or tilt back to a default position
behind the character, halting at a distance of 256 units and tilting back to the default as the
avatar "drags" the camera. The default angle is 20 degrees downward, and it maintains a height
off the floor of roughly 128 units; close to the height of the character.
When the player holds the left trigger (L1) button, the camera will zoom in to an over-theshoulder perspective positioned 196 units away from the character. This perspective is called
"aiming mode" and controls differently, its position locked until the player alters it. When the
player releases the left trigger it will move back to the default position.

Targeting
A targeting system is in place to assist the player in fighting enemies. The player's avatar will
tend to perform melee attacks on enemies that 1 - it is facing towards, and 2 - are closest. The
player's avatar will tend to fire towards whatever is straight in front of their character unless the
player is holding the L1 button, in which case they will fire towards whatever is closest to the
center of the screen no matter what direction their avatar is facing. A reticule will appear to
highlight the enemy that the player is currently targeting for ranged combat.

Movement
Variables
•

Walk Speed (float)

•

Run Speed

•

Run Skid Tolerance

•

Jump Movement Speed

•

Jump Height

•

Jump Speed

Walking/Running
The player may move their avatar with the left analog stick. The avatar collides with all
CSG brushes, collision geometry for static mesh objects, and any triggers that aren't
flagged against the player pawn. Unless an object is flagged otherwise, the player uses
simplified collision for static meshes rather than per-polygon. If the player does not move
the left analog stick from the rest position, their avatar will enter an "idle" animation cycle
until they use input.
If the player tilts the stick anywhere up to 50% in any direction, their avatar will move
that way relative to the camera. Transitions in direction are instantaneous rather than
fluid, giving the player instant response to their movement input. Walking is at a pace of
50 units per second, and plays a "walk" cycle.
If the player tilts the stick over 51% to 100% in any direction, their avatar will then run
instead. Running is at a pace of 120 units per second. Transitions from walking to
running are instantaneous, but if the player changes their directional input by an angle of
90 degrees or more while running then their avatar will skid to a stop for 0.25 seconds,
playing a "skid" animation and producing a dust particle effect from the avatar's feet,

before changing direction and resuming movement at whatever degree the player has
the control stick tilted at.
Jumping
The player may jump by pressing the X button. The jump moves the player's avatar 128
units upward at a rate of 256 units per second before they fall back down per default
gravity settings. During upward movement the player's avatar enters a "jump" animation
cycle until they reach the jump's peak and stop moving upward.
When the player's avatar falls, they enter a fall cycle until they land.
During aerial movement, the player's control over their avatar is diminished as jumping
and falling is maintained by physics. The character's aerial velocity is the same as its
velocity before the jump. The player's influence over this velocity is reduced to 1/4
normal walking/running effectiveness, giving them some influence over the direction in
which they move while in the air.
Context-Sensitivity
The circle button is context-sensitive. The player uses this button to interact with objects
and switches and climb up ladders.
When moving, this button enables the player to execute a somersault. This dodge gives
a quick burst of movement, 200 units per second for 0.5 seconds, but there is a delay of
0.25 seconds at the end of the dodge before the player may perform any other actions.

3.2 - Core Mechanics
3.2.1 - Combat System
General Notes
When the player triggers the AI's aggression, they enter combat mode. When no aggressive AI
remains, the player leaves combat mode. Many of StarCaster's mechanics--particularly for
health regeneration and interaction with the inventory--revolve around this rule. Specifically, the
player regenerates light damage when they leave combat mode and cannot change their
inventory (weapon/equipment) setup if they are in combat mode.

Combat in StarCaster revolves around a mixture of the game's magic system with melee attacks
using Nick's force blade and ranged attacks using Nick's guns, emphasizing clever exploitation
of the environment, good tactics, or just plain skill to win a fight.
Melee combat is powerful, rhythmic, and reliable, but carries a great deal of risk as many of the
enemies in this game are ranged combatants and the player is frequently at a disadvantage,
facing multiple of them at once and often leaving themselves exposed when building combos.
Quick-thinking and good pattern recognition skills are necessary in order to find the right
opening when utilizing the force blade. Melee-on-melee often depends on wearing away an
opponent's defenses and creating an opening to make a vital blow with a special attack. The
play style that this is most likely to appeal to is Timmy, the power-gamer.
Ranged combat allows players to fight with guns at a safer distance; however, guns are a much
more focused means of fighting than the force blade is. Where the force blade can dependably
slay even the toughest opponents, each type of gun has its specialties. For instance, a shotgun
is best-suited to close-range combat against opponents with low armor while an SMG is bestsuited to engaging multiple opponents at once. These roles are further reinforced by ammo
consumption; players are encouraged to use them efficiently, and are rewarded with a tactical
combat style--albeit one limited by the player's current stock of weapons. The play style this is
most likely to appeal to is Johnny, the tactician.
Magic, based on SpellBinds, is a type of support element for this system, introducing a greater
number of tactical options. SpellBinds are explicitly tools for interacting with the environment,
but serve a dual role as combat fixtures. For instance, the Kinetic Charge SpellBind, while
explicitly meant to destroy weak structures, objects, and walls, can be used to plant bombs near
or on enemies in order to deal damage; and the Magna Ray, explicitly a grappling hook for
interacting with far-off objects, can be used to grab enemies from a distance and bring them
closer or to bring Nick closer to larger, heavier opponents. In general, they are used to alter the
circumstances of a fight in the player's favor. This play style is most likely to appeal to Spike,
the expressionist, as Spike-type players are most likely to try and find unusual ways to win.

Basic Statistics
Health: A variable pertaining to the player's physical endurance. Whenever their avatar is struck
by an attack or a collider that's assigned to deal damage, this variable depletes by some set
amount depending on the attack. The default starting value of Health is 250 units, and the
maximum value of health that the player can obtain is 1000 units. Health is displayed in the

interface as a series of inter-linked bars in the upper-right corner, each representing 50 health
apiece; therefore the default number of health bars the player has at the beginning of the game
is 5, and the maximum number of health bars is 20. The maximum number of health bars in a
row is 10, so they display in two rows once the player acquires 11 or more.
Health is displayed with the color green in the health gauge.
Damage: A measure of how much health is taken away in a successful attack. Damage comes
in two varieties:
•

Light Damage
Most of the time when a player sustains a hit their health will deplete, but leave red color in the
health gauge instead of green. Light damage regenerates when the player exits combat mode,
giving the player some element of forgiveness in the number of hits that they take.

•

Heavy Damage
Instead of turning the gauge red, heavy damage depletes entirely, leaving transparent space in
the health gauge. This damage does not regenerate when the player exits combat mode.
Particularly powerful attacks can skip over doing light damage and leave heavy damage instead.

At any given time the player may only have 35% of their maximum health represented as "light"
damage. After that, the red health represented by light damage in the gauge will deplete and
leave heavy damage in its place when the player takes damage; in other words, the health bar
will "drag" the red health with it as the player continues taking damage.
If the player's health is reduced to zero, their character is killed and they get a "game over," and
are forced to start from the nearest checkpoint.
The reason for this system is to allow us to provide a rigorous challenge with each fight the
player gets into and each individual enemy while not making it feel altogether impossible to
engage in a string of battles.
Damage and Feedback
The following table details the different means the player has of discerning they've been
hit. This is based on how much damage they sustain in a single hit.
29 damage or less

Player's avatar emits a grunt. Light force feedback is fed through
the controller.

31-49 damage

Player's avatar undergoes a "flinch" animation and emits a louder,
more pained groan. The player may not act until these animations
stop, but enemies can still hit them. Moderate force feedback is fed
through the controller.

50-74 damage

Player's avatar staggers backwards and lets out a loud cry. May
cause the player's avatar to fall back over obstructions and slam
into walls.

75+ damage

Player's avatar gets thrown clean off their feet and knocked prone,
flying a short distance from their attacker. The player's avatar takes
two seconds to get to their feet; only one second if the player
presses the "X" button or uses the circle button to do a dodge roll.

Ether: A variable pertaining to the game's magic system; used to cast SpellBinds. Ether is
measured in a number of "charges," linked together in a row underneath the Health bar in the
game's HUD. By default the player has three charges of Ether, each representing 10 energy.
These charges are displayed in blue bars. Whenever a player uses a SpellBind it depletes a
number of Ether Charges based on what SpellBind is being used. This system also powers the
player's ability to guard. After 5 seconds pass without the player using a SpellBind, the Ether
Gauge will begin recharging by 6.5 energy units per second; IE, one unit every second and a
half. By default, the player has 60 units of energy in the Ether Gauge, with their first "bar"
displayed in one long charge rather than the standard 10-unit charge and all others displayed
standard. The player can obtain 5 additional charges as the game progresses. If the player
depletes their Ether to zero, the Ether Gauge will become un-useable until the one, long charge
at the start of the gauge is re-filled, and it will re-fill at half speed. Additionally, the player can't
guard attacks or use any of the Force Blade's special abilities (see below) if this occurs either.
The reason for this system is to enable players to use SpellBinds frequently for environmental
interactions and puzzles while also limiting their use of Ether-driven powers in combat.
Force: A variable that can be thought of as a kind of "stamina" system, tied specifically to the
player's barrier/Force Blade-based abilities. Works on a scale from 1-100 and has no upgrades
to speak of in terms of length, but several upgrades in terms of regeneration. Regenerates at a

rate of 1 point every 0.5 seconds except when in use; whenever the player uses an ability that
drains the Force gauge, it will pause for 5 seconds before it starts regenerating again.
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Fig 1-1: ASCII Illustration of Maximum Health and Ether Bars

Melee Combat
Basics
Nick's melee attack is based on a single weapon called a force blade. The force blade has a
damage collider attached to it that is, by default, asleep until the player attacks. Much of the
rules of combat depend on the player's attack animations, most specifically the "follow-through
period;" IE the frames during which the attack has finished but the character is still following
through with a swing in the animation.
Normal Attacks
When the player presses the square button while holding still, their avatar will execute a slash
with the force blade, and as the avatar makes the swing the collider will awaken. It goes back to
sleep as the avatar enters the follow-through period of the attack animation. If pressed in rapid
succession (before the attack animation is fully complete but after the collider goes to sleep; IE,
during follow-through), the player's avatar will execute a string of attacks that flow from one to
the next. On the third attack in such a string, the player's avatar executes a stronger combo
finisher, which always finishes its animation completely before the player can resume using
melee attacks. Normal attacks deal 50 damage apiece, the combo finisher deals 75 damage.
Follow-through time is based on animation frames.
Lunging Attack
The player can also use the force blade while moving. If the player presses the square button in
the middle of a walk, their avatar halts immediately, performing a normal attack. Movement will
not resume until the attack animation has finished.
If the player presses the square button in the middle of a run, however, their avatar will take a
quick step forward and perform a wide cut; the avatar will not resume normal movement until
the attack animation is completed, but the player can string it into a combo either by releasing
the stick and attacking as per above. This running strike does 40 damage but closes distances

quickly, moving the player a full 128 units within the time between the strike animation's startup
and the beginning of the strike's follow-through.
Jumping Attack
The player can attack in mid-air as well. When the player presses the attack button during a
jump or fall, their avatar will perform a vertical, downward swing that lasts until they touch the
ground. This attack deals 45 damage to anything it hits in mid-air and 60 damage to anything it
hits when the player's avatar lands and counts as a combo finisher.

Guard
The player can guard by holding the R2 button (right trigger). When they do this, their avatar will
enter a guarding stance and project an energy barrier and no longer be able to move until they
release the R2 button and let down the guard. This barrier covers an arc 180 degrees around
the front of the player's avatar and will drain 1 energy from the Force Gauge every 0.5 seconds,
but it deflects everything except explosive weapons. Every hit the barrier sustains drains 1 point
of the Force Gauge for every 10 damage it would ordinarily do.
Feedback
The player's barrier is transparent but shows a visible blue tint ordinarily; when it
sustains a hit the barrier flashes red. As it wears down it slowly changes its tint to red
and becomes more visible. When the Force Gauge reaches 0, the barrier will
immediately shatter if the player is using it, and their avatar will be dazed for a few
seconds.

Force Attacks
If the player holds the guard button and presses the attack button at the same time, their avatar
will execute a Force Attack; a type of heavy attack that draws the energy of the Force Gauge.
Although normal attacks are already powerful, Force Attacks have additional reach, power, and
effects that give the player a further boost to their offensive abilities--albeit at the cost of
defensive potential. Force Attacks, like normal attacks, have a follow-through period in their
animation--but they can only chain into other Force Attacks, not normal attacks.
The player can execute different Force Attacks depending on how they tilt the control stick while
holding guard. Holding forward (up) or backwards (down) on the analog stick will cause the
player's avatar to move into a slightly different stance to show that they are prepped for the
different attacks. The player may equip force attacks to any of three slots corresponding to

forward, neutral, and backward directional inputs, but only one in each at a time. The current list
of Force Attacks can be seen below.
Force Attack

Input

Energy

Sweep

Neutral

25

Effect
The player's avatar swings the force blade in a wide,
180 degree arc. Any enemy caught by it is sent flying
and sustains 75 damage.

Fission Saber

Neutral

45

The player's avatar swings its blade into the ground
and generates a powerful directed explosion. Widearea attack that deals 150 damage to a 160 degree
arc 128 units in front of the player.

Crash

Forward

25

Player's avatar shoots forward 512 units with a
powerful lunging attack. Anything between the player
and their destination sustains 75 damage.

Crescent

Back

25

Slash

The player's avatar performs a jumping, upward
slash specialized for hitting flying enemies overhead.
Deals 75 damage and brings the player up 128 units.

Meteor Crush

Aerial

25

Player's avatar performs an enhanced version of the
falling attack. Deals 100 damage to anything caught
by the blade and creates a 256 unit radius
shockwave on hitting the ground, dealing a further 50
damage to anything caught in it.

Ranged Combat
Basics
Where melee combat is dependent on exactly one weapon, ranged combat depends on use of
a multitude of guns. Though the player may own up to every gun throughout the course of the
game, their avatar may only carry two at a time, limiting their tactical options. The two weapons
they are carrying may be switched out in the inventory menu by pausing the game, but not while

in combat mode. See 3.2.3 - Inventory for more details. The player fires a weapon by pressing
R1 and changes weapons by switching through the inventory.
Each weapon has a maximum limit of ammo and a "clip size" which represents how many shots
the player can fire before re-loading. The player re-loads by pressing the R3 (right stick) button.
Each weapon has an upgrade progression, available from Felix at the Resistance HQ
throughout the game as the player acquires resources.

Weapons
Weapon

Clip

Damage

Firing

Range

Size/Max

Delay

(Units)

Ammo

(seconds)

Reload Time

Revolver

6 /36

30

0.2

2048

2 bullets/0.2 seconds

Semi-

10/60

30

None

2048

1 second (clip)

6/24

10 (x12

0.25

1024

1 shot/0.2 seconds

0.1

1024

1 shot/0.2 seconds

0.1

2048

1 second (clip)

2048

1 second (clip)

Automatic
Shotgun

projectile
spread)
Combat

6/24

Shotgun

10 (x12
projectile
spread)

Sub-

20/120

25

Machinegun

(3-round
burst)

Assault Rifle

20/120

30

8 shots
/second

Longrifle

6/24

60

0.5

4096

1 bullet/0.2 seconds

Sniper Rifle

8/32

75

0.5

4096

1.5 seconds (clip)

Rocket

1/10

75; 50 dmg

1.5

4096

1 rocket/1.5 seconds

1.5

4096

1 rocket/1.5 seconds

Launcher
Homing Missile
Launcher

splash
1/10

75; 50 dmg
splash

Revolver
A simple handgun. Fires projectiles that deal 25 damage apiece. Has a clip size of 6 and a

maximum ammo of 36. Has a maximum range of 1024 units. Fires once each time the player
presses the fire button, with a 0.2 second delay between shots. The user's avatar reloads 2
shots every 0.2 seconds.
Combat Role: Basic "workhorse" gun. Ineffective against armored enemies.
UPGRADE - Semi-Auto. Clip is expanded to 10 shots, maximum ammo is expanded to 60.
Reloading is swift, with the user's avatar replacing the entire clip in 1 second.
Shotgun
A weapon that fires a spread of 12 small projectiles at once, each doing 10 damage apiece. Has
a clip size of 6 and a maximum ammo of 25. After each shot the player's avatar pumps the
shotgun, giving it a delay of about 0.25 seconds before they can fire again. When reloading, the
user's avatar replaces one shell every 0.2 seconds. Reloading can be interrupted to fire a shot.
Combat Role: Close-combat. Most effective against un-armored enemies, nearly useless
against armored enemies due to the sub-projectiles' weak damage.
UPGRADE - Combat Shotgun. Eliminates pumping between rounds.
Sub-Machinegun
A compact rifle that fires a three-shot burst when the player presses the fire button. Each shot
deals 25 damage apiece. Has a clip size of 20 and a maximum ammo of 120. Has a maximum
range of 1024 units. Reloads entire clip in 1.0 seconds.
Combat Role: Multi-threat. Most effective against groups of low-to-moderately armored
opponents. Can chew through armor with enough persistence, but at the cost of ammo.
UPGRADE - Assault Rifle. Tightens accuracy and enables full-automatic fire, spraying 8 shots
per second.
Longrifle
A rifle that fires single shots at a time but has superb range and accuracy. Deals 60 damage per
shot. Has a clip size of 6 and a maximum ammo of 23. 0.5 second delay between shots.
Reloads one bullet every 0.25 seconds.
Combat Role: Long-distance threat elimination. Deals enough damage to do significant harm to
armored enemies, reload and firing delay too long for close-combat.

UPGRADE - Sniper Rifle. Increases range and deals 75 damage. Clip size increased to 8,
maximum ammo increased to 32, reloads entire clip in 1.5 seconds.
Rocket Launcher
A portable rocket launcher. Fires single rockets at a long range. Holds a maximum of 10 ammo,
loads a single rocket at a time. Each rocket deals 75 damage on a direct hit and has a splash of
256 units; the splash deals 50 damage. Direct hits with rockets break enemy shields. Reloading
requires 1.5 seconds.
UPGRADE - Homing Missile Launcher. Rockets will home in on the player's target and curve
towards them.
Combat Role: Anti-armor or use against tight groups. Reload time and low ammo makes this
impractical for frequent use.

3.2.2 - Magic System
The magic system for StarCaster revolves around the use of SpellBinds, which function off of
Ether charges, detailed above. These are used for altering and interacting with the environment.
There are a total of 8 SpellBinds in the game. The player accesses them by holding the triangle
button, at which point the game will pause and a radial menu will appear on the screen, with the
icons for the SpellBinds appearing in a circle around the screen. Tilting the left analog stick in
the direction of a particular SpellBind will highlight it; when the player releases the triangle
button, that SpellBind is selected and may be used with the R2 button. Holding R2 enables the
SpellBind, dropping players into freeform spellcasting mode. All SpellBinds and their various
inputs and effects are listed below, with various commands (HOLD, HOLD/RELEASE)
referencing the player's use of the R2 button.

SpellBinds
Tesla Field

Energy: 1 Ether Charge

Effect
Generates an unstable electrical orb in the player's hand.
HOLD - Readies electrical orb.
HOLD + Square - Releases the orb over the user's head. It goes totally berserk, arcing lightning
bolts once every half second at objects within 512 units.
HOLD + DIRECTION - Directs the Tesla Field's energy, causing a single, concentrated arc of
electricity to leap out of the user's hand into whatever the user points at. User cannot move
while using this.
HOLD + AIM - Same as hold + direction
HOLD/RELEASE + DIRECTION - Hurls the orb as a projectile. Explodes on impact, sending
arcs of electricity into every object within 256 units of the blast.
Electrical arcs from the Tesla Field are able to impart an electric charge into many objects and
devices in the game world.

Thermal Beam

Energy: 1 Ether Charge

Effect
Generates a thermal reaction in the user's hand, enabling them to either torch or freeze things
at well.
HOLD - Prepares Thermal Beam; a ball of fire appears in the avatar's palm, or a ball of freezing
cold mist if the SpellBind is in endothermic mode.
HOLD + Square - Swaps between exothermic (torch) and endothermic (freeze) mode.
HOLD + DIRECTION - Avatar directs the thermal torch in the desired direction, creating a 512unit long blowtorch or frost ray. Frost ray can create icy platforms on water. User cannot move
while using this.

HOLD + AIM - Same as hold + direction.

Kinetic Charge Energy: 1 Ether Charge
Effect
Allows the user to impart kinetic energy to objects and surfaces f
HOLD + Square - Places kinetic charge on nearest surface. Will detonate when triggered or
when touched by an enemy. A maximum of 3 kinetic charges may exist at any given time. The
first charge the user lays will disappear if they lay a new one after that. Kinetic charges used on
rigidbodies and movers will impart their properties to the entire surface of the object. Otherwise,
kinetic charges are 64-unit radius discs.
HOLD + X - Charges user's weapon with kinetic energy, doubling all melee damage for the next
10 seconds.
HOLD, 3 seconds - Detonates all kinetic charges remotely. Consumes no Ether Charges.

Magna Beam

Energy: 1 Ether Charge

Effect
Generates a magnetic field that the user may direct to achieve various effects.
PRESS - Grabs whatever the player is currently targeting; will either bring it closer to the
player's avatar or bring the player's avatar closer to it, depending on the object's size.
AIM + PRESS - As press; allows for more precise selection of targets.
HOLD/RELEASE - Enables user to manually select a target by leaning with the analog stick.
Releasing in the neutral position cancels the Magna Beam, consuming no energy.
HOLD + Square - Creates an EMP pulse that creates interference with electronics and repulses
metal objects.
HOLD + X - Grants the user 30 seconds of magnetism on their avatar's feet, enabling them to
walk on metal surfaces.

Quantum Flux

Energy: 3 Ether Charges

Effect
Enables the user to manipulate time, either slowing it around themselves for a short period of
time or placing an object in stasis.
HOLD - Prepares Quantum Field
HOLD + Square - Executes Quantum Field, slowing time around the user for 10 seconds.
HOLD/RELEASE + DIRECTION - Targets the Quantum Field on a single object or opponent,
stopping it in time for 30 seconds.

Gravitron

Energy: 2 Ether Charges

Pulse
Effect
Creates a wad of dark matter that the user can use to manipulate gravity, either intensifying it or
creating antigravity.
HOLD - Generates an orb of dark matter in the player's hand.
HOLD + DIRECTION - The player can use the left control stick to move the area of effect for this
SpellBind, which appears on the ground in the form of a white circle. Otherwise it centers on the
player.
HOLD + Square - Generates an intense field of hyper-gravity. Objects and enemies caught in
the field get sucked to the ground and suddenly find that they weigh roughly a ton and a half.
HOLD + X - Generates an antigravity field. Objects and enemies caught in the antigravity field
become weightless and float freely.

Photon
Charge

Energy: 2 Ether Charges

Effect
Enables the user to manipulate light, either bending it around themselves or propelling
themselves at the speed of light.
HOLD + Square - Folds photons around the user, creating a stealth field that makes them
invisible to enemies and surveillance cameras.
HOLD/RELEASE + DIRECTION - Sends user into an instantaneous lightspeed dash that
carries them 1024 units in 0.2 seconds. Does no damage.

Life Force

Energy: 4 Ether Charges

Effect
User can generate life energy, restoring damaged or dying plants and lifeforms.
HOLD + Square - Creates a radial burst of life energy, regenerating any dead plant life in the
area.
HOLD + X - Focuses life energy on the user, restoring all LIGHT damage that they have
currently sustained.

3.2.3 - Inventory
The inventory is a list of items and equipment that the player may use during the game. The
player may only carry a certain amount of equipment.
Collecting Items
When the player's avatar walks over an item, it is immediately collected and added to the
player's inventory. A small yellow flash signifies that it's been successfully picked up.
Accessing Inventory
There are two ways in which the player can access their inventory. First, they may interact with
it ingame by pressing left and right on the D-pad. This scrolls through items that have been
"equipped." The player can then use the selected item by pressing R1. Second, they may
access their inventory from the pause menu.

The player's equipped inventory consists of:
•

Two guns (out of the five total available)

•

Medical Kit (max 10) - Restores 3 health bars.

•

Ether Charge (Max 5) - Restores 3 Ether Charges.

•

Nodal - A portable scout. See Nodal details below.

•

Tactical Visor - Displays enemies' health in bars over their heads and color codes them when
they're attacking (red), guarding (blue), or vulnerable (yellow)

•

Infrared Visor, which displays enemies even through walls and enables players to see in the dark.

Ammo
Ammunition is detailed per each weapon--all of which has their own specific type of ammo. The
player never manages ammunition; it is simply stored and displayed alongside their weapon's
statistics, both inside their inventory and when they have the weapon selected ingame. The
pause menu shows the ammo totals for each of the player's five guns.
Using Nodal
When the player uses Nodal, they assume control of him instead of Nick. Nick remains
stationary while Nodal is controlled remotely. If Nick is hit while the player is controlling Nodal,
the player will jump back to controlling Nick.
Nodal has three bars of health. He moves at the same speed Nick does, but does not cause
enemies to immediately discern him as a threat. When the player tries to use an item, they jump
back to controlling Nick. When the player presses the melee attack button, Nodal will generate
an EMP spark directly in front of himself. This spark works just like the EMP SpellBind except
that it can only target a single object. Nodal can jump to a height of 64 units. When the player
finishes using Nodal, he has a cooldown of 1.5 minutes before he can be used again.
Economy
The player collects Galactic Quads as they defeat enemies and progress through the game.
These may be used to purchase ammo, med kits, and ether charges from shops in the
Residential District as well as weapon upgrades from Felix at HQ. The prices of each are as
follows:
•

Pistol ammo - 50 quads/clip

•

SMG ammo - 80 quads/clip

•

Shotgun ammo - 30 quads/box (8 shots)

•

Longrifle ammo - 50 quads/box (10 shots)

•

Rockets - 150 quads/rocket

•

Medical Kit - 60 quads/unit

•

Ether Charge - 120 quads/unit

3.2.4 - AI/Enemies
Enemies operate on rules similar to those that the player operates by, except that...
•

Enemies have no inventory

•

Enemies use one weapon at a time

•

Enemies don't have heavy/light damage; they only take flat damage. When their health reaches
0, they die.

•

Enemies have an "armor" statistic, which reduces the damage that they take from the player's
attacks.

Combat mode is triggered when an enemy becomes aggressive and starts attacking the player.
Enemy AI may not notice the player at first due to a limited field of view or may not be
immediately aggressive.
Enemy AI's reactions to attacks and powers depends heavily on their weight category, listed
under "type" in Appendix A. They're categorized in one of four ways: light, medium, heavy, and
super-heavy. They react in one of three ways:
•

Flinch: Enemy staggers for about a half-second, interrupting its current action.

•

Fall Over: Enemy is knocked off its feet or falls on the ground.

•

Thrown Back: Enemy is sent flying 128 units backward and falls on the ground.

Type

Flinch

Fall Over

Thrown Back

Light

1-29

30-49

50+

Medium

30-49

50-74

75+

Heavy

50-74

75-99

100+

Super-Heavy

100+

-

-

Partner AI
The player occasionally has the benefit of a partner character, depending on the current
scenario. The partner will follow the player character and fight alongside them. Partners operate
by the same rules as the player, but don't have access to either the player's visor, Nodal, or
SpellBinds--however, they can have some other special actions for interacting with the
environment. Each one has a very different combat style from the player as well. The partner
characters are as follows:
•

Chris - Gun-heavy fighting style. Chris will stay behind cover and use her weapons--a pistol and
an assault rifle--to draw enemy fire. In close combat she employs a combat knife with extremely
short reach and has an extremely poor guard; she can fight off a single enemy, but not a group.

•

Drax - Melee-heavy fighting style. Drax's enormous force blade makes quick work of enemies,
and he will do everything possible to close the distance between himself and opponents and take
them down with it. He employs guns--specifically a revolver and a shotgun--mainly against
enemies that he can't reach. He has no special actions. Drax can engage multiple foes but his
aggressive behavior makes him vulnerable to ranged attacks.

•

Ariel - Passive/supportive fighting style. Ariel is a weak fighter, with only a force dagger and a
simple semi-automatic pistol to defend herself with, and often requires the player's attention. Will
tend to stay behind cover until threats are gone. However, she is able to interact with computers
in the game's world, opening a variety of hidden areas. Ariel may assume control of a single
robotic enemy at a time as well.

•

Felix - Passive fighting style. Felix has even less fighting ability than Ariel, only able to use a
pistol. He only acts as a partner on specific missions.

3.3 - Goals/Victory Conditions
StarCaster is based on a chapter structure, wherein the player is given an overarching goal
each chapter. Completing that goal will advance the player to the next chapter. Goals are
presented via ingame cinematics and can be viewed in the pause menu. A map screen is also
available by pressing the select button, and it displays the player's current goal with a marker. A
mini-map in the lower-right corner ingame will indicate the direction the player needs to go in
and mark that goal as well.
The game is complete when the player defeats the final boss, at which point the player will view
an end cutscene and the credits will roll.

Advancement System
StarCaster employs an advancement system wherein the player collects items called "Ether
Sparks" in order to upgrade abilities. These are awarded for completing missions, chapters, and
major side-quests. There are a finite number of Ether Sparks, but collecting all of them will
enable the player to fully upgrade their abilities. Upgrades must be purchased by speaking to
Felix at Resistance HQ. The player can...
•

Buy an extra bar of health

•

Buy an extra Ether Charge

•

Buy an upgrade for the recharge rate for the Force Gauge

Each of these upgrades costs 1 spark to start out with, but as the player acquires more bars of
health and Ether they become more expensive, incrementing by 1 every three upgrades in the
case of health, 1 every two upgrades in the case of Ether, and 1 every upgrade in the case of
the Force gauge. As prototyping commences other possible uses for Ether Sparks include but
are not limited to:
•

Buying new force blade attacks

•

Buying abilities like double-jumping and a faster dodge

3.4 - Data Management
At specific points in each area of the game there are checkpoints where the game will auto-save
the player's data. The player can also manually save in the pause menu, but on loading their
game they will appear at the last checkpoint they reached.

4 - Flow
4.1 - Difficulty Levels
When the player begins a new game, he or she may choose one of the following difficulty levels.

Easy
A difficulty for beginners. Enemies have half their usual armor rating and drop items more
frequently.

Normal
The standard difficulty with all enemies in their normal configurations.

Hard
A challenging difficulty that puts players up against greater numbers of enemies in more
challenging tactical configurations.

Blue Stinger Mode
Only available after beating the game on one normal difficulty or higher. An intense difficulty that
requires the player to master Nick's entire arsenal. The player dies in just two hits.

4.2 - Overview
StarCaster is divided up into a prologue and 13 "chapters," eight of which focus on the
acquisition and use of a specific SpellBind each while also expanding on concepts introduced in
previous chapters. Each chapter explores a new part of the environment in and around
Acheron, opening the way to new locations as new SpellBinds offer the player a means to
overcome obstacles that previously hindered players.
The player's overall goal is to find the StarCaster.

4.3 - Game Flow
Prologue - Information High
Key Locations
•

Acheron Prison Matrix

Goals
•

Escape the control device keeping you in a cold sleep

Storyline
Nick is presently being held in a Temran Enterprises detention center, a GEN-jack
forcibly installed in his head and hooked up to a piece of equipment that keeps him in a
hazy, paralyzed state. As he struggles against the device, a female voice--the voice of
the Siren, Zaeda--calls to him from deep within the digital haze, calling itself "a friend,"
and offering its help. Nick is instantly transported to an endless digital field; a simulation

prepared by Zaeda, isolated from Temran's computer. Nick is irritated, stating that he
"doesn't need a damn tutorial," but Zaeda insists that his nerves have become atrophied
from being kept in stasis and he needs to work his brain out a bit in order to escape. The
player is given the option to skip, but advised against it.
The Security Matrix's master program, the Warden, is held behind a firewall that needs
to be brought down. Three power supplies scattered around the level route energy to it,
and two must be broken in order to bring it down. After that, the player must make their
way back to the firewall and enter it to face the first boss, the Warden, which takes on
the form of a simple golem. This boss is an easy fight with little to no need for any
special tactics, merely testing the player's ability to deal with a tough, aggressive foe
using the game's basics.
Gameplay
Zaeda walks the player through basic actions, preparing a series of simple blocks and
objects to interact with and giving Nick a set of simulated weapons--a pistol and a sword-with which to practice. When all the basic tutorials are complete, Zaeda opens a portal
back to Temran's computer matrix, saying that Nick has to take on the security program
that's been holding him in place and bring it down from within--and that she can't help
him in there.
The security matrix offers a series of simple platforming challenges and fights against
programs that take on simple, geometric shapes, similar to the ones that Zaeda used to
train Nick, as well as larger, tank-like security programs that bar the path and don't
resemble anything Zaeda was using.

Chapter 1 - Fighting the World
Key Locations
•

Acheron Prison

Goals
•

Meet up with the Hades Resistance's other members and break out of prison.

Rewards
•

Home base in Acheron now open

•

Kasey joins team at base

•

Drax joins team at base

•

World map now open; player can go anywhere they like

Storyline
After destroying the Warden control program, Nick is released from his paralysis,
awaking in his cell as its door unlocks. Things get tricky as he must now escape the
prison unarmed--now facing completely foreign opponents, including Temran security
guards and drones. Fortunately thanks to Nick's efforts much of the prison is
malfunctioning, a mass prison break is in effect, and it seems as though someone else is
trying to break in; specifically, Nick's partner, Drax, and the rest of the Hades resistance.
In spite of Temran's extensive security measures the breakout proves little challenge,
and Nick is able to meet up with Drax partway down the towering prison, where his force
blade and pistol is returned to him alongside a new toy--his SpellBinder. Though it
seems all is going smooth, the two ultimately find themselves cut off from the rest of the
Resistance, which is forced to retreat when Temran reinforcements show up. The plan
now fallen apart, it's up to Nick and Drax to improvise a way out. They make their way to
the top floor, but are quickly cut off by a Temran Enterprises gunship. After bringing it
down they're rescued by Kasey, the Resistance's best and only pilot, who brings them
back to HQ.

Gameplay
The first part of the escape is a bit of a challenge in that the player is initially unarmed
and must resort to means other than fighting for maneuvering through the prison's
corridors. As their capability for stealth isn't all that up to scratch at the moment,
resistance is light this time around, with the prison's guards being distracted.
After the player acquires the Force Blade, pistol, and SpellBinder, they are quite literally
"set free" in terms of the gameplay, experiencing the freedom to employ brutal hack-andslash tactics at will and being fully encouraged to do so by Drax. The Tesla Field
SpellBind is the first that the player has, and in terms of environmental interaction is
mainly used to power or overload machinery in the level, requiring the player to focus it
on an object in order to power it up fully and offering a "gateway" puzzle that requires
focus--and therefore no enemies in an area--in order to move on.

The gunship boss is heavily armored, requiring heavy ordinance--which the player
doesn't have--in order to destroy it. Fortunately the player does have a powerful
electrical SpellBind that can overload its engines if they manage to focus it on the
gunship long enough, causing it to stall and become vulnerable. Otherwise the player
can just use carefully timed Force Attacks to tear into its hull. This battle is meant to help
players get used to SpellBinds and Force Attacks as combat implements.
The gunship itself is a fairly straightforward boss, unloading a handful of attack drones
every so often before it does a sweep of the roof with its machineguns.

Chapter 2 - The Blue Stinger Strikes Back
Key Locations
•

Acheron Residential District

•

Acheron Forest

Goals
•

Do some very public damage and let the people know the Blue Stinger is back in town

•

Rescue the three refugee leaders, who're being harassed by Temran

•

Respond to the distress call in the forest.

Rewards
•

Christina Temran joins team at base

•

Merchants now available

•

Fast Travel to Acheron Forests

•

Fast Travel to Residential District

•

Nodal as Inventory Item

Storyline
The player is greeted by the sight of the run-down Resistance HQ, the numbers of ablebodied fighters in its halls rather slim. Drax explains that while Nick was out many of
their members quit, so it will be necessary for them to make a big comeback. Rumors of
Nick's return are already spreading, giving the people of Hades some hope, but they
need to give both them and Temran more than just rumors if they want to kick their
resistance back into overdrive. Nick and Drax therefore head out on the town to send a
message to Temran and the people both--the Blue Stinger is back in town!

Though the Resistance starts gaining support back, Nick is growing increasingly
concerned as he wonders about the voice he heard while he was inside the GEN. Then,
the Resistance receives a distress signal from a ship en route to Hades and being
pursued by Temran. The signal belongs to none other than Christina Temran, who's got
a whole pile of refugees from the planet Artemis onboard with her, among them Ariel and
Nodal. They crash in the forests outside the city, and Nick immediately rushes to
investigate, though he has to do so on foot as Kasey can't take off with Temran anti-air
in full alert the way it is right now.

Gameplay
The bulk of this chapter revolves around the player getting to know the exploration
scheme, let off the game's leash at last and allowed to move around the residential
district of the city freely. As they do so they happen upon a number of citizens who're
being harassed by Temran Enterprises: a merchant, a reporter, and one more who has
yet to be decided. Each has a brief "mini-mission" for the player to do. All are
straightforward shootouts aimed at training the player for gunfights.
The merchant asks the player to raid a contraband shipment that Temran has
confiscated in the cargo district. This is a straightforward shootout, and the player is
rewarded with the merchant's cooperation and now open shop.
The reporter isn't being allowed to access the GEN to send a transmission to her
bosses, so Nick and Drax are tasked with escorting her inside a GEN broadcasting
tower and helping her hijack it. In return for helping her expose conditions on the planet
Hades to the rest of the Galaxy, she helps them get the word out that the infamous Blue
Stinger has returned.
After all the mini-missions in the residential district have been completed, Kasey sends
word to Nick and Drax to get back to base, where they get the distress call from Chris.
This next segment takes the player out to the Acheron forests and is detailed in 6 Level Document more fully. It places emphasis on caution on the player as they find
themselves more clearly outnumbered and outgunned--but provided everything they
need with the environment, which favors them a lot of cover and multiple means to
approach specific problems. The boss fight of this chapter is against Vulkair Schneider,
who is pursuing Chris and her refugees personally and--unfortunately--happens to

recognize Nick. Vulkair is next-to-impossible to defeat on his own, but with Chris's
supporting gunfire the player can wear through his shield and defeat him.

Chapter 3 - Gladiator
Key Locations
•

Acheron Underground

•

Club Styx

•

Fighting Arena

Goals
•

Clear the arena to gain Rashid's favor and learn what he knows about Temran Enterprises

Rewards
•

Club Styx Arena, Amateur Circuit open

•

Fast Travel to Underground

•

Kinetic Charge SpellBind

Storyline
Nick needs to get information on Temran's next move fast and therefore uses some of
Drax's contacts in the underworld to try and get a hold of Rashid, the mob boss of
Acheron and head of Club Styx, the Underground's hottest scene. Rashid, knowing of
Nick's reputation, agrees to give him what information he knows about Temran's doings
in the city on the condition that he wins a tournament in the underground fighting circuit.
It turns out to be a fight Nick can't win, however, as he's not allowed to use his guns or
his Force Blade and is forced to use a primitive weapon--against a towering monster in
the top tier. Fortunately Drax has a trick up his sleeve, and at the bottom of the eleventh
hour tosses Nick the Kinetic Charge SpellBind, evening the odds. After successfully
cheating his way to the top, Nick puts Rashid at gunpoint for the info, finding that
Temran had put him up to this impossible battle. As an apology, Rashid not only
provides the info but invites Nick back any time to try his hand in the arena.

Gameplay
The first two thirds of this chapter revolves mainly around a sequence of fights with
thugs and a variety of increasingly larger beasts in Rashid's arena. Since the player is
without their Force Blade, per Rashid's rules, they must be a bit more resourceful than

usual in dealing with some of these threats and using the arena's environment to their
advantage. The last battle, against a giant mutant called Cerberus--who is ordinarily
impervious to normal attacks--sees the player acquiring the Kinetic Charge SpellBind
from Drax. The player can use an aggressive strategy here, employing the Kinetic
Charge to juice up their attacks and smack the monster around, or a defensive one,
employing the Kinetic Charge as mines and playing bull-fighter against the monster to
lead it to its death.
The last third of this chapter sees the player pursuing vengeance against Rashid, who
retreats immediately upon seeing his prize monster defeated and hides in the VIP area
of his club, which is guarded by a number of Temran's guards and drones. This
encounter is more straightforward, but the club presents a good array of objects to
indiscriminately test out the Kinetic Charge's propensity for extreme property damage.

Chapter 4 - Storming the Tower
Key Locations
•

Temran Tower

Goals
•

Find Felix Morgendroth, Cygna Corporation researcher

Rewards
•

Magnetic Pulse SpellBind

•

Felix Morgendroth joins team at base

Storyline
On Rashid's tip and Chris's reassurance, Nick breaks into Temran Tower, hoping to find
one of the researchers of the Siren Project. On Chris's advice, though, instead of
storming the building directly he uses pipelines in the undercity to gain access to its
hazardous, still under-construction framework, where security is restricted mainly to
drones. After taking on a titanic Construction Drone, Nick is able to cannibalize its
programming to steal a Magnetic Pulse SpellBind that enables him to grapple and walk
freely on the metal frames and gain entry to the tower proper and its databanks.

Gameplay
The player requires the Kinetic Charge SpellBind in order to gain access to the pipeline,
which is behind a sealed door in the undercity.
The framework of Temran Tower is a hazardous array of platforms with a multitude of
NPC drones maintaining it. These drones are non-aggressive, but scout drones patrol
the exposed areas in place of human patrols and will alert the construction drones to the
player's presence if they're spotted, causing them to defend the framework in force until
the player escapes the alert or destroys all of them. Additionally these scouts will call for
reinforcements, and guards will appear at entryways in each section to help deal with the
player. The challenge in entering Temran Tower is therefore one of stealth and
neutralizing threats before they become active more than straightforward hack-and-slash
gameplay, with an atmosphere of extreme caution constantly maintained by high heights
and the looming threat of reinforcements.
The mid-boss of the framework is a giant construction drone with magnetic abilities. The
player is subject to a chase from the drone, which tears through the construction site
trying to destroy them before isolating them on a lone platform out in the open air,
forcing them to fight it. Defeating it yields the Magnetic Pulse SpellBind, which enables
Nick to navigate the building's framework more freely and enter the building proper.
The Magnetic Pulse enables the player to continue using the stealth gameplay style
inside the tower even though its security is tightened up and the environment is less
open--confined mainly to corridors and control rooms--as the EMP pulse variation of its
abilities can jam cameras and drones.
After the player finds Felix they must contend with a boss fight against Vulkair
Schneider, the head of Temran Security. The player needn't defeat Vulkair as he is an
exceptionally difficult foe; rather they must simply survive until Kasey arrives for
extraction.

Chapter 5 - Siren's Call
Key Locations
•

Tartarus Mountains

•

Plate Center

Goals
•

Make your way up the Tartarus Mountain Range to the Plate Center.

•

Rescue Dr. Alaris

Rewards
•

Thermal Beam SpellBind

•

Dr. Alaris joins the team at base

Storyline
Felix informs Nick of the Siren Project, a top-secret project he was working on at Cygna
Corp. before Temran attacked, shutting them down. He says that it's all part of
something a lot bigger, with a lot of references to something called The StarCaster--but
he knows that the StarCaster isn't on Hades and wonders why Temran took him here of
all places. Felix is unfamiliar with the Sirens themselves, but is convinced that if they find
Dr. Alaris, the project lead, that they'll find the information they're looking for. He directs
Nick and the group towards the Plate Center high up in the Tartarus Mountains, where
he claims they were being held before he was transported to Temran Tower. There they
do, indeed, find Dr. Alaris, who informs them more fully of the Siren Project and how it
relates to the StarCaster.

Gameplay
This chapter sees the player moving in-and-out of cold and hot areas as they navigate
icy peaks while also dipping through the still-active Tartarus volcano and the Plate
Center both. Many areas are sealed off due to either intense heat or blockages of ice so
thick that Force Attacks and Kinetic Charges prove useless against them. After exploring
the Plate Center the player is able to lay hands on the Thermal Beam SpellBind and can
use it to overcome both these kinds of obstacles, using the Endothermic Beam to freeze
hot things and create platforms of ice on the water or the Exothermic Torch to melt ice
and cut clean through metal.

Chapter 6 - Crash of the Titan
Key Locations
•

Acheron Residential District

Goals
•

Defeat the Titan rampaging through the residential district

Storyline
Vulkair, having discovered the location of the Resistance's headquarters, calls in a Titan-Temran's largest weapon of war and terror--to strike at their very heart. The towering
mech drops into the city's center from space and begins razing its way through the
residential district. Now Nick and the gang must use their collective wits and resources
to bring it down before it takes their headquarters. Just as all seems hopeless, Ariel
reveals herself as one of the Sirens that Temran is looking for and uses the opportunity
that Nick and the others give her to hack the Titan with her mind, stopping it dead in its
tracks. Afterwards Chris expresses her misgivings at the increasingly volatile nature of
this conflict, stating that she hopes that after this is all over she can head out to some
remote planet and start up a bar or something.

Gameplay
The Titan slowly makes its way towards Resistance HQ, destroying anything in its wake.
As it's far too large to fight with conventional weapons, this chapter tests the player's
mastery of SpellBinds and knowledge of the city's layout up to this point as they try to
divert the Titan away and stall it. To defeat it, the player literally has to do absolutely
everything that could possibly stall it:
•

Overload its electronics with the Tesla Field

•

Climb on it with the Magnetic Flux SpellBind and use the Force Blade to hack away at its
vulnerable parts

•

Use Kinetic Charges to detonate key structures and send them crashing down on top of it.

•

Use the Thermal Torch to melt through its armor.

After employing no less than all four of these brute force strategies, the Titan will stall for just
a few moments--just long enough for Ariel to finally reveal herself as a Siren and use her
abilities to hack into it, shutting it down completely.

Chapter 7 - Casino Royale
Key Locations
•

Spaceport

•

Orbital Colony, Casino

Goals
Rewards
•

Underground Arena Pro Circuit opens

•

Gravitron Pulse SpellBind

Storyline
Unknown at present time. Likely to involve both the orbital colony and a hyperspace
gate.

Gameplay
Unknown in full at present time, but when talking about what the most fun place for a
gravity SpellBind would be it was decided that a casino fit the bill nicely. Making a
chandelier suddenly weigh five tons or making slot machines float around and ricochet
like pinballs is just too much fun to pass up.

Chapter 8 - Siren's Song
Key Locations
•

Rock Island Mine

Goals
•

Follow Ariel into the mines of Rock Island

Rewards
•

Quantum Flux SpellBind

Storyline
Ariel is drawn to Rock Island, where she claims she hears her sister, Zaeda, calling for
her. Knowing that Zaeda likely has some clues for them, the group agrees to take her
there and see it for themselves. They meet an illusory image of Zaeda projecting herself
through the GEN, gesturing them out towards the sea--where they see the Cygna
Corporation's Flotilla among the clouds.

Gameplay
The Rock Island mines are extremely hazardous, with frequent cave-ins and a lot of
moving parts for the player to navigate through. Conveniently, the Quantum Flux

SpellBind can be found inside, enabling the player to both slow the world around them
and individual objects. Slowing individual moving parts enables the player to do
considerable damage to machinery, stalling or stopping it completely.

Chapter 9 - The Shore of Wonder
Key Locations
•

Cygna Headquarters

Goals
•

Find Atropos, the mysterious head of the Cygna Corporation.

Rewards
•

Photon Charge SpellBind

•

Life Force SpellBind

Storyline
Nick and the group discover the Cygna corporation's flotilla, currently in the skies over
the oceans of Hades, and board it in search of the whereabouts of the StarCaster.
Cygna security is on overtime, though, and Temran Enterprises seems to have beaten
the group to the punch. Fortunately navigating the flotilla isn't very easy, requiring the
use of a Photon Charge SpellBind in order to travel through optic pathways between
vessels. By the time they find Atropos he's already dying. He explains what the
StarCaster's purpose is and that it's safely hidden in ruins on the planet Artemis before
entrusting Nick with the Life Force SpellBind--an Ether program coded by Atropos
himself, which he feels is more important still than the StarCaster, which with his dying
breath he asks Nick to destroy in order to keep it from falling into the wrong hands.
Unfortunately, Vulkair lies waiting for Nick and the crew in the shadows, challenging Nick
and Drax to two-on-one combat. Though together Nick and Drax are able to injure
Vulkair, it turns out that this fight was a ruse to distract them--as Vulkair has taken Chris
hostage.

Gameplay
Much of the player's ability to move around the Cygnus Flotilla is curtailed by their
unusual means of keeping out intruders--that being the use of "photon conduits," which
require the use of a special SpellBind that can manipulate photons and allow them to

travel through the open air from one ship to the next at the speed of light. Temran raid
teams appear suddenly and without warning, creating a sense of urgency and forcing
the player to think on their feet. Finding the Photon Charge SpellBind in Cygna's labs
gives the player the home team advantage, enabling them to move in many places
where Temran can't.
The fight against Vulkair is straightforward, if challenging. Using the Photon Charge's
"stealth field" ability is ultimately useless as he has infrared imaging, but the "lightspeed
dash" ability can enable players to easily outmaneuver him, especially when he's
focused on Drax.

Chapter 10 - The Day the Sky Opened
Key Locations
•

Shield Facility

•

Elysium Wastes

•

Space Shuttle

•

Space Colony

Goals
•

Power up the Shield Facility to brace for the impending crash

•

Stop the space colony from crashing into the city

•

Find the ancient shuttle and use it to rescue Chris

Storyline
Temran has pulled out all the stops; determined to destroy the Resistance, Vulkair has
authorized his security forces to drop the Hades orbital colony onto the city of Acheron,
demolishing it. What's more, he's planning to make it look like the Resistance was
behind it, planting the captive Chris onboard. As Kasey's ship is still not space-capable,
they must find a way to get up there and stop the satellite. Felix identifies the shield
facility, which needs to be powered up again, but it could potentially stop the colony from
destroying the city. But that still wouldn't save Chris.
The only solution is to get onboard and rescue her, but at present the colony's security is
on full alert and it will almost certainly detect the Etheric Field of any space-capable craft
approaching and shoot it out of the sky before it can get within spitting distance.

Kasey recalls an old folk tale about a downed space shuttle from the old age of human
colonization, back before they were using Ether as a crutch. He claims it's somewhere
out over the Elysium Wastes. It's a long shot, but Nick is able to find it and piggyback it
on Kasey's ship to help lift it off, and with Felix and Kasey's help they get the engines
running and even manage to get it to pressurize and find a working space suit inside.
With all that ready, Nick suits up and buckles in for the launch into space.
Thanks to the shuttle's primitive technology he's able to sneak in under the radar of the
satellite's defenses and get onboard the colony--by crashing into it. As the colony falls it
breaks apart, forcing Nick to go in-and-out of space as he rushes to find Chris--and
afterward, get her onboard an escape pod. An explosion cuts them both off from each
other as he hits the eject button. As she drops to the surface of Hades, Chris watches
the colony burn up and, depending on which solution the player chose to deal with it,
either crash into Acheron's shield or get blown to pieces by the Blaknott's cannon.

Gameplay
The Shield Facility is a short level, but hazardous due to its state of disrepair. The player
must escort Felix inside and open routes for him so that he can make it operational
again.
The player must use the Life Force SpellBind on their way through the Elysium Wastes,
which are populated with horrible mutants. It can be used to regenerate plants, creating
new routes across previously impassable obstacles.
The space colony is a time trial, giving the player just ten minutes to get to Chris's
location as it begins to burn up on re-entry and forcing the player to move between the
interior and the outside of the hull. All the player's SpellBinds except Life Force are put to
use here with individual, fairly obstacles, though the time pressure adds an air of
challenge to them.

Chapter 11 - Echoes in the Dark
Key Locations
•

Acheron Forests

•

The Blaknott

•

Resistance HQ

Goals
•

Stop Temran from lifting the Blaknott off.

Storyline
Nick is barely able to escape the crashing colony, realizing that this has all gone too far
as he climbs out of an escape pod. He heads into a bar in Acheron's residential district,
hearing on the news that Drax is ready to take the fight to the planet Theron, using
Nick's image as a martyr to gain support. Nick dismisses it, seeing it as no longer being
his business, when Alys Braden comes in to join him, offering to buy him a drink. She
states that she was here to track down the Blue Stinger, to which Nick replies that she
can consider her job finished since he's dead. She shakes her head as she watches the
news, replying that he'll probably never die after the control station incident. Nick says
that the excitement's gotten to be too much for him and that he's planning to head out to
some other remote planet, maybe set up a bar. She knowingly smirks and makes a
remark about wishing she could get away from the excitement herself, then recounts her
own experiences as a hero during the war, saying it's brought her no end of trouble. Nick
asks why she did it, to which she replies, "because I had to." He asks if she'd take it all
back, to which she replies, "not for all the stars in the sky." Nick, steeled by this
encounter and seeing what he has to do, immediately leaves. "Not gonna stick around
for another drink, slick?" "Nah... I've got some things I have to do."
Nick returns to Resistance HQ to find it all but abandoned and razed, with only an
injured Felix remaining behind. He explains that Temran raided it while he and the others
were distracted, Chris has already left, and Drax and Dr. Alaris are nowhere to be found-but he does know that Temran has Ariel and took her out to the forests to force her to
activate the Blaknott--a ghost ship from Nick's past. Nick pursues them and stops them
from making it operational again, rescuing Ariel in the process and promising that he
won't let anything happen to her if he can help it.
Alys appears in the doorway to the now-abandoned HQ, folding her arms and smirking
as Nick and Ariel make preparations to leave for Artemis. She offers to let them use her
ship provided that they agree that this conversation never happened.

Gameplay
Fuzzy at best. I honestly don't like where this chapter is right now and really don't want
this to end in another Vulkair boss fight.

Chapter 12 - Ghosts of Artemis
Key Locations
•

Cypress Ruins, planet Artemis

Goals
•

Find the StarCaster and get inside.

•

Navigate the ghostly ruins in search of the StarCaster.

•

Defeat Drax Venger

Storyline
Nick arrives on the planet Artemis with Ariel in search of the StarCaster. They find it and
board it after a sobering stroll through the ruins that the rebellion left on the planet Artemis.

Gameplay
The ruins themselves are mostly barren, with bizarre, spectral enemies called "Phantasms"
occasionally appearing to fight the player--similar to what they would have seen inside the
Blaknott. These enemies often materialize from nowhere.

Chapter 13 - Starfall
Key Locations
•

The StarCaster

Goals
•

Navigate to the StarCaster's core and destroy it.

•

Defeat Drax Venger

•

Destroy the Blue Stinger

•

Confront Zaeda for the final battle.

Storyline
Having finally arrived onboard the StarCaster, Nick and Ariel decide it's time to carry out
Atropos's last wish and destroy it--but much to their surprise, it becomes active and begins
to lift off as soon as they get inside. They make their way through the surreal corridors of the
StarCaster, suspecting Temran's interference but instead finding surreal illusions as Dr.
Alaris--now revealed to have been Ariel's twin sister Zaeda the whole time--guides them to

the core of the vessel. She thanks them for helping her to find it, saying that even she didn't
know where the StarCaster was until they spoke with Atropos. She explains her mission as
a Siren is to pilot this vessel and use it to mend the Galaxy's wounds and cure its ailments-and that she sees Temran Enterprises and the Empire of Theron both as the greatest
ailments of all, both in need of purging by fire. When Nick tries to argue with her she shows
him images of the atrocities Temran has committed in the name of destroying him, and
scolds him for building himself into the hero that she wanted him to be only to abandon his
mission.
It turns out that Drax helped her get here and is in complete agreement with her. He invites
Nick and Ariel to join them, saying that with this weapon in their hands there's no way they
can possibly be defeated.
Nick tells Ariel to shut the StarCaster down immediately. Drax, infuriated, quickly destroys
her as she starts hacking, leaving her a torso stump. Nick, shocked at Drax's brutality, is
forced to do battle with his old friend. Drax is injured in the fight, but Nick allows him to leave
the StarCaster.
Ariel says as she lays in pieces that she's managed to break through most of the
StarCaster's security and that it's up to Nick to finish with it, and that she hopes Nick can
handle Zaeda on his own. He uses his VR Deck to enter the StarCaster's local network
himself, where Zaeda lays in wait for him. It's not Zaeda he has to face, though, but his
doppelganger--the Blue Stinger, made real with the power of the StarCaster and the image
that's been built up around him in the Galactic Media as he and the others have been
fighting Temran. Claiming that it will surpass him just as she surpassed Dr. Alaris and that
she no longer has need of him, Zaeda sics the Blue Stinger on Nick.
Defeating the Blue Stinger causes a surge throughout the GEN, deleting all the information
Zaeda pooled in order to build him. Nick then initiates a shutdown of the StarCaster's flight
systems before being spit back out of the network. Zaeda questions Nick about his decision,
surprised that he would erase himself and abandon his heroic image so readily. Nick affirms
that he has no regrets and that the Galaxy needs peace more than it needs a hero, and then
proceeds to duel Zaeda, with Ariel using what little energy she has left to tap into the
StarCaster and grant its power to him for this last fight, giving him infinite Ether. The duel
ends before he can definitively defeat Zaeda, leaving it open as to whether or not she's
survived. Nick then escapes the StarCaster, scooping up the remains of Ariel as he leaves.

Gameplay
The StarCaster is a labyrinth of surreal passages and puzzles that require the player to use
all their SpellBinds in particularly out-of-the-box mixtures or under unusual pressures in
order to safely escort Ariel to the core. Illusory enemies are able to come from anywhere at
any time as Zaeda can summon them at will from anywhere in the ship.
Drax fights in a manner similar to the player, employing a mixture of his force blade and
guns. Drax has an overwhelming advantage, though, in that he has a wider variety of guns
than the player is capable of equipping, making him extremely deadly at range and also
extremely difficult to approach.
Where Drax challenged the player's mastery of ranged combat, The Blue Stinger challenges
the player's mastery of melee combat. It has all the same abilities that the player has, but no
guns--however, its force attacks don't use any of its Force, so it can react with them without
hesitation. The player is thus forced to use the biggest, heaviest Force Attacks available to
break the Blue Stinger's barrier in as little time as possible.
The final battle with Zaeda is a duel of the SpellBinds as Ariel uses her last few breaths to
give the player infinite Ether for this fight. Zaeda will hurl one SpellBind at another at the
player, forcing them to find some way to keep countering her attacks with their own
SpellBinds while trying to gain enough ground to hit her themselves. Zaeda's particular
SpellBinds (working list) are:
•

Photon Charge -- Identical to the player's SpellBind. Zaeda can turn herself invisible and
teleport.

•

Quantum Flux -- Identical to the player's SpellBind. Zaeda will occasionally slow down time.
The player will be slowed, but Zaeda will move normally. The player can counter with their
own Quantum Flux to cancel this out.

•

Gravitron Pulse -- Zaeda will use this not to make the player float, but to send the player
flying across the room. The Magnetic Pulse SpellBind can right the player by rooting their feet
back to the metal plating inside the StarCaster.

Epilogue
Nick arrives on Maernia and knocks on the door to Chris's bar. Shocked to see him still
alive, she smacks him in the face before taking him in an embrace. The two go inside,
ready to share that dream of owning a bar on a planet far from the reach of either the
Empire's or Temran's law. Acheron, meanwhile, is now free of Temran's grip as they've

claimed it as too great a risk to carry on trying to control and no longer have their
satellite for processing purposes. Refugees are being taken elsewhere now, but the
citizens and refugees of Hades now have enough peace to rebuild their lives as well as
the considerable resources amassed by the Resistance prior to its crumbling. Drax
moves on to other worlds, disappointed that the fight couldn't go farther.
After the Credits: Meanwhile, Cala Lancaster, Temran Enterprises' PR representative,
appears on the planet Artemis, her boots crunching through the rubble as she makes her
way to the wreckage of the StarCaster. She grins evilly as she finds Zaeda's
unconscious body.

5 - Interface
5.1 - Menus
5.1.1 - Main Menu
The main menu of StarCaster appears on startup. It's modeled loosely after an iPod wheel so
as to reinforce many of the musical metaphors and undertones present in the game, as well as
suggest the interface of the SpellBinder--the spellcasting apparatus the player will have to
master. An arrow-shaped cursor is present inside the wheel and will rotate according to
direction in which the player tilts the left analog stick. When the arrow points at an option it
becomes highlighted in neon cyan-blue, contrasting sharply with a dark background. A small
holographic bar at the top displays a breadcrumb trail, with the current menu in strong text and
previous menus displayed greyed-out. Pressing the X or start button confirms an option;
pressing circle takes the user back up one level to the previous menu. The options are arranged
as below. "Load game" is greyed out until the player has a saved game to load.

New Game
On selecting "new game" the player is presented with three difficulty levels: Easy, Medium, or
Hard. Choosing a difficulty will start the game and display the opening cinematic. An unlockable
mode called "Blue Stinger" appears if the player beats the game.

Load Game
Selecting "load game" will bring up the save data utility for whichever console the player is
using. This data is labeled by chapter and play time.

Options
Selecting "options" will bring up three sub-options: audio, video, and controls.

The options menu consists of four options and a means of accessing the controls menu. On
selecting Music, Sound, or Voice Volume, the player will be able to change the volume simply
by rolling the wheel. The wheel becomes color-coded, with the color segment of the wheel
showing how far the player has scrolled volume or gamma and a full 360 degrees around the
wheel being full. Text in the center offers a percentile value. On pressing circle they cancel out
and accept their settings.
Options > Controls
StarCaster's controls are fully configurable by the user through this menu. The first two options
pertain to using the camera, namely control stick sensitivity and whether or not to invert the Yaxis when using it. The third button down, "test camera," will provide the player with a pop-up of
a 3D scene in which they can test the settings; pressing the cancel button (circle or B) will quit
out back to this menu. The remaining options are all button assignments; the diagram below has
them presented in PS3 format. A set of instructions is provided on the right to clarify how the
user is supposed to reconfigure each button. By pressing the "X" button to select an option, the

user enables configuration for that button; pressing any button on the controller will reassign its
role, swapping it with whatever button previously held that position.

Extras
This menu contains a number of extras that the player can access, such as behind-the-scenes
information and concept art.

5.1.2 - Pause Menu
When the player pauses the game, if they are in combat mode the screen simply dims and
displays the word "Paused." If they aren't in combat mode, however, the Pause Menu will
appear, displaying a diagram of the player's character and the following options:

Resume
Resumes the game. Pressing start again does the same thing.

Equipment
Allows the player to configure their equipment; the player can change the position that things
take on the item sub-menu and switch their weapon selection, which is limited to two guns at
any given time. See "Items" on ingame GUI below for item sub-menu details.

Options
Brings up the Options menu; identical to the Options menu from the main menu, but
transplanted into the Pause menu instead.

Maps
Transitions the player to the map screen.

Save
Brings up the console's save data utility, enabling players to save their progress.

Quit Game
Quits to the game's main menu.

5.2 - In-Game GUI

HUD Collapsed View

SpellBind Menu Expanded

HUD Elements
Blue, transparent, holographic aesthetic; keeps the HUD from standing out too much for the
user.

Text
White with 1px black outline. Insures that text will always be visible no matter what the contrast
is on the background.

Health Display
Displays the player's current health reserves; green for full, red for normal damage that's been
sustained, empty for aggravated damage. Bar is thin, but bright green color stands out from the
blue background.

Ether Gauge
Display's the player's current Ether reserves. Broken into "charges" for visibility, colored blue as
it's less important than health, but each charge is larger overall to make changes in Ether more
obvious.

Force Gauge
Displays the player's current Force reserves. A single solid bar showing a scale from 1-100,
displayed in yellow as it frequently changes and requires the player's attention.

Action Button Display
Shown in upper-right. Text shifts with context, drawing attention directly to the change in
context-sensitive actions. No reason for positioning other than that this seemed to make more
sense than putting it at the bottom of the screen and that this is a familiar configuration for
anybody who has played the Zelda games.

Item Display/Sub-Menu
Shown in upper-right corner. Position may change in future; reasonably corresponds with
R1/Right Trigger button. Displays an icon for the current item/weapon and how many uses of it
remain--number of health kits available, ammunition, et cetera. Ammunition displayed with both
current number of shots left to reload as well as number of clips remaining. When the player
selects an item with the D-pad, a second display appears in the lower-left, over the SpellBind
indicator, showing the items that the player can choose from in a square grid, per the diagram
below--albeit with full displays per the HUD above rather than empty squares. Default
configuration for items is such that the upper two correspond to the player's head, the lower two
correspond to belt/backpack, and the left and right correspond to arms.

Mini-Map
Shown in lower-right corner; the last place the player will look based on left-to-right reading and
the most un-obtrusive spot on the screen as it is beneath the player's feet most of the time.
Displays a mini-map of the current level being streamed with radar elements onscreen. Player's
icon appears as yellow arrow indicating player's direction on the mini-map.

SpellBind Display/Menu
Shown in lower-left corner so as to correspond to the left trigger/L2 button. Displays the player's
currently equipped SpellBind by default. When the player holds L2, expands into a wheel
displaying a selection of SpellBinds. Tilting the control stick will cause the selection to spin, with
options "clicking" as they rotate into the receptacle with the button indicator. Pressing triangle
will lock a selection in, though the player can also simply release L2 and whatever option is
farthest inside the receptacle will be locked-in.
SpellBinds are displayed in transparent blue elements containing text with the SpellBind's
name, an icon (colored) corresponding to the SpellBind's function, and a series of blue bars

displaying the number of Ether charges it consumes, providing maximum clarification of which
SpellBind is which; the player may project that they're looking for "the ion ray," "the electric
thingy," or "the yellow thing with two bars instead of one," for instance, among other such
assumptions. If the SpellBind can't be used because the player doesn't have enough Ether, it's
displayed in red with further transparency.

Partner Health Display
Displays partner character's current health reserves if the player has a partner character.

5.3 - Controls
The default control inputs between the Xbox 360 and PS3 versions of StarCaster differ slightly
in that the Xbox 360's trigger is slightly more natural for shooting than the PS3 controller's, and
therefore RT is swapped for R1 rather than RB. Diagrams for each controller are provided
below.

Fig 1 - PS3 Default Control Mapping

Fig 2 - Xbox 360 Default Control Mapping

Left Analog - Movement
Moves the player's avatar. Per description in "Mechanics" section.
Right Analog - Camera Control
Pans and tilts the camera. Per description in "Mechanics" section.
X/A - Jump
Makes the player's avatar jump. Per description in "Mechanics" section.
Circle/B - Action
Enables use of context-sensitive actions. Current action is displayed as a HUD element on the
in-game GUI.

Square/X - Attack
Makes the player's avatar perform a melee attack with the Force Blade. Per description in
"Mechanics" section.
Triangle/Y - Use SpellBind Menu
Enables use of the SpellBinds menu; this menu appears in the lower-left corner, corresponding
to the L2 button's position, and takes the form of a radial menu. The player tilts the control stick
in the direction of the desired SpellBind and the menu items will scroll around the wheel
smoothly. The "neutral" position is the current selected SpellBind. When the player releases the
L2 button, the highlighted option will appear in the triangle button's indicator on the GUI in place
of the old option.
R1/RT - Use Current Item
Uses current selected item; this button is chosen as it is most natural for aiming and firing guns.
L1/LB - Strafe/Aim
Locks the camera unless the player pans/tilts it themselves, takes an over-the-shoulder
perspective for better aiming.
R2/RB - Use SpellBind
Uses the currently equipped SpellBind. Per description in "Mechanics" section.
L2/LT - Guard
Per description in "Mechanics" section.
D-Pad - Select Item
The D-pad enables the player to select an item. Each of the eight directions on the D-pad
corresponds to one item, including two weapons (left and right), Health and Ether packs (lowerleft and lower-right), Nodal (down), and Nick's two visor modes (upper-left and upper-right), as
well as one more slot that is as of yet unused.
Start - Pause
Pauses the game; brings up Pause menu unless in combat mode.
Select
Brings up the player's map.

6 - Level Document
6.1 - Abstract
Concept: Head into the forest and help the refugees from the downed ship flee from Temran's
pursuit.
Environment: The forests outside Acheron.
Beginning: An exit gate from the city's walls.
Goals: Rescue the civilians from Temran patrols; defeat the Guardian and rescue Chris and
Nodal.
Obstacles: Temran patrols and drones; platforming elements; wildlife.
Rewards: Chris as partner character; Rifle; 1 Ether Spark

6.2 - Background
After getting a distress beacon from an incoming ship on a crash landing course with the forest,
Nick rushes to its aid--only to find that Temran Enterprises has an aggressive interest in
apprehending these refugees.

6.3 - Walkthrough

6.3.1 - Area 1: City Entrance/River Clearing

Just outside the city the player is immediately faced with a light platforming challenge. The
stakes are low here, with the player merely being delayed should they fall into the creek bed.
Elevation on the east side is almost ground-level, as opposed to the west side which is elevated
to the point that the player must platform their way up. The purpose of this segment is to
introduce players to the concept of using the trees, with no explicit platforms being available but
the branches offering a means to hop across the creek bed. When the player has the Tractor
Beam (not yet available) they will be able to grapple from tree to tree more quickly and even

take a shortcut by grappling to the tree at the top of the ledge on the west side. The only two
enemies here are a pair of Guardian Eyes, which will alert the enemies at (3) to the player's
approach if disturbed. One sits in the creek bed and offers punishment for if the player should
happen to lose footing, another prompts the player to use careful timing when they start.
Immediately following the platforming segment players are faced with a group of enemies as
they interrogate a group of civilians at point (3), just outside an escape pod from the fallen ship.
If the player disturbed either of the guard eyes in the last segment, two of the guards will be
following the patrol routes marked in yellow, on the look-out for the player. If not then they'll all
have their attention on the civilians. Trees provide significant cover, making this a relatively easy
encounter with lots of ways for the player to get the better of the bad guys, not the least of which
is an opportunity to use the treetops near (4), which is at a fairly high elevation--if the player can
make it past another Guardian Eye; otherwise all enemies in the area will train their guns
directly on Nick.
Defeating the enemies prompts an event at point 3. The civilians thank Nick for his help and
give him a hunting rifle, saying that it's probably put to better use in his hands than theirs.

6.3.2 - Area 2: Fork/Forest Clearing

Area 2 presents players with a similar challenge to the one they faced before, only more
exaggerated. Cover in this area is thinned out, and the total enemy count is 12, which is more
than enough to give players a lethal dose of lead, even if they are fairly spread out. What's
more, the previous team's fall has alerted them to the player's presence--so nearly all of them
are on lookout or patrol, particularly on the ground level. A rock face at (3) offers players a bit of
high ground and a chance for the element of surprise in the player's favor, but requires treehopping to reach--something players might not necessarily figure out as it isn't as immediately

demanded as it was by the city's entrance and they might not have used it in the previous area
beyond that. The player's newly acquired rifle offers a boost to their ranged combat options,
though, meaning that even the sniper at (8) should be a reasonable challenge.

6.3.4 - Area 3: Ravine

Presents the player with another fork. On one hand, a bridge across the ravine--presents a
shortcut, but a heavily patrolled one with a guardian enemy, several footsoldiers, two snipers,
and no viable cover but the bridge's girders. Requires the player to be extremely inventive if

they want to stealth their way around, either using the bottomside of the bridge (monkey bars of
doom) or carefully walking across the top of its framework to make their way across. On the
other hand, the player can take a hazardous route that involves platforming past a waterfall to
the north. Their only opposition here is a guardian eye, but the snipers can still pick away at the
player's health from this distance if the drone should alert them.
If the player drops off either the bridge or the platforms at any point, the bottom of the ravine has
a handful of enemies in it to harass the player as they try to make their way up, including one
sniper on the north side. Ample water provides safe landing zones that prevent falling damage,
but slows movement and can easily alert enemies with sloshing sounds. Point (17) features a
small cavern containing a health pack and an ether charge should the player choose to
investigate it.
The waterfall at the southernmost part of this map drops off sharply into a pit; if the player falls
down here, they will die.

6.3.5 - Area 4: Cliffside - Boss Fight

As players arrive to the scene of the crash, they find Chris holding off a pair of footsoldiers at
(2), behind the cover of her wrecked ship. Nodal is locked in battle with Vulkair for but a few
brief moments before he's beheaded by the sniper at (6), leaving Chris to drag him back behind
the ship with Ariel.
The player has their hands full in this fight, with their attention split between a boss and three
minor enemies and little viable cover. The trick to this battle is dealing with the footsoldiers first
so that Chris can focus on Vulkair, as her assault rifle will prompt him to raise his barrier and

subsequently weaken it, leaving him open to attack where he would otherwise be too much for
players to handle at this early stage of the game. Due to Chris's positioning the sniper at (6)
only poses a threat to the player--but a threat nontheless.
After Vulkair takes 250 damage he will retreat. The player will be introduced to Chris at greater
length, and the level will end with a fade-out before bringing the player back to the base. Chris
will now be available as a partner character and the player will be awarded an Ether Spark.

6.4 - Asset List
•

Tree x3

•

Rocks x5

•

Cliff Face x5

•

Bridge Framework

•

Bridge

•

Wrecked Ship

•

Water Volume

•

Waterfall

•

Waterfall Particles

•

Tunnel Gate

•

Branches

•

City Exterior Wall + Grate

Appendix A - Enemies and Minor NPCs
Guardian Eye
Type: Drone
Class: Light/Recon
Drops: Pistol/SMG ammo
Description: A flying drone that patrols Temran facilities, keeping an eye out for intruders.
Equipped with a light machinegun, which it fires in three-round bursts at stationary targets or
nine-round sweeps to catch moving targets. Has instant communications capabilities, alerting all
drones in any area to neutralize intruders--including construction drones--and also sending for
reinforcements. Destroying guardian eyes without their noticing puts guards on a low alert
status, causing them to patrol but not actively seek the player.

Temran Footsoldier
Type: Human
Class: Medium
Health: 100
Drops: Rifle/SMG ammo
Description: A ranged combat specialist that uses an assault rifle. Has little to no defense in
melee combat. Carries rifle/SMG ammunition. Requires five seconds to call for backup if it spots
the player.

Temran Sniper
Type: Human
Class: Medium
Health: 100
Drops: Rifle ammo
Description: A super-long-range specialist that remains stationary, taking potshots at the player
with a powerful sniper rifle.

Temran Guardian
Type: Human
Class: Medium
Drops: Ether Charge (20%)
Health: 150
Description: An agile close combat specialist that employs a force blade and energy barrier in
combat, making it impervious to gunfire as long as its energy holds out. Will dodge rapidly if its
barrier drops below 50%, then draw a pistol and fire it to put the player off guard before rushing
in for an attack with its blade. Requires five seconds to call for backup if it spots the player.

Vulkair Schneider - 1st Encounter
Type: Human
Class: Medium/BOSS
Drops: Nothing
Health: 250
Special: Armor - reduces projectile damage by 10 points, except from headshots
Description: The head of Temran Security. Wields a heavy force blade shaped like a traditional
claymore. Detonation charges are marginally more effective, stunning him for about a second

and a half, but he avoids them actively. Direct sword-to-sword combat is extremely difficult due
to his considerably greater physical strength and speed, not to mention his barrier--which he
only uses in melee combat since his armor virtually stops all bullets; and if Nick meets him in a
sword lock--in complete deference to every other sword lock in a video game ever--Vulkair will
almost definitely win and send Nick flying onto his back. Fortunately in this encounter Nick has
Chris as backup, and she's able to keep Vulkair pinned down with her trusty assault rifle and
provide Nick with openings, her continuous spray of gunfire prompting him to put up his barrier
prematurely. The challenge here is less actually fighting Vulkair himself but rather balancing
fighting him with fighting his companions, in this instance a sniper and two footsoldiers.
Attacks:
•

Sword strike - A simple slash with the sword that sends the player flying back 256 units.
Deals 75 damage per hit. Will combo into slide rush on hard mode.

•

Slide Rush - a rushing attack that deals 50 damage. Vulkair moves up to 512 units in a
second.

•

Blade Wave - A wide attack thrown from Vulkair's force blade. Not very fast, but difficult
to dodge without jumping. Deals 25 damage; used when Vulkair's barrier gets low.

•

Rising Cut - A jumping, upward slash that Vulkair uses to defend against aerial attacks.
Deals 70 damage per hit.

